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ou probably think a report request YOU CAN USE YOUR EXISTING DATABASE. 
means a long-tenn assignment. As CQCS grew up with 00. It gets along fme with 
for programming those new and INFOS, ICOBOL, B BASIC and oo/SQL in 

revised applications - that could take days, even any combination. No modifications required. 
weeks. With run times that might run into hours. What's more, CQCS can integrate these 

That was before CQCS~ the full-functioned data environments with an existing application 
fourth generation language. CQCS is so easy written in any 00 third generation language. 
to use, it can make your 00 programmers And you'll enjoy that same easy integration 
up to ten times more productive. [ AOS/VS ] with packages like Trendview, 
From the very fIrst day. CEO, 001PC*1 and XODIAC. 

REPORT WRITING MADE EASY. 
If you've been using some other 
report writer, you're in for a shock. 
With CQCS, you'll produce in half 
an hour what used to take half a 
lifetime. While your 
run times shrink to 
a matter of minutes. 

GRAPHIC SIMPLICITY. 
Only the CQCS report 
writer features a built-in, automatic interface to 
Trendview. So you get hard-hitting charts and 

. -•• ••• ......... u...-.... 

graphs - without having 
to learn a new program. 

And all for no more 
machine overhead than 
it takes to run COBOL. 

MAXIMIZE YOUR RESOURCES. 
So why wait another day? The 
sooner you get CQCS, the faster 
you can solve your productivity 
problems. With the very same 
hardware, software and data 
structure you're using today. 

CALL US TODAY AT 1·800·451·1544. 
IN EUROPE, CALL +44·992·441111. 
Find out more about the most widely licensed 
4GL in the international MY community. 
And discover how it feels 
to have all your resources 
producing at 100%. 

Because after all, 
there's no percentage in 
just waiting around. 
~ /rom Cl'benel.:. C 

e 1989 Cybertek Software incorporated, all rights reserved. 10065 East Harvard Avenue, Suite 808, Denver, CO 80231, USA, 1-800451-1544, 1-303-745-3900. 
CQCS i a trademark of Cybertek Software Limited, Rawdon House, High Street, Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire, England, +44-922-441111. 

MY, AOSNS, INFOS, ICOBOL, B BASIC, OO/SQL, CEO, OO/PC*I, XODIAC and Trendview are trademarks of Data General Corporation. 
Circle' 6 on reader service card. 
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Retl. 3 
DISK_PAKTM 

with 

AufMttdie Fife p~ 

You can't get the maximum 
benefit from a dl.k optimizer 
without correctly determining 
frequently used fUe.! 

Rev. 3 DISK.PAK monitors file usage on 
the entire system, eliminating the 
guesswork involved with determining 
frequenlly used files. 

With Automatic File Placement the most 
frequenlly used files are automatically 
placed at the "hot spot' of the disk with 
the less used files placed near the outer 
edge of the disk. 

Have you wondered whether 
dl.k optimization I. worth 
the effort? 

Performance Improvements from clients' 
systems using Rev. 3 DISK.PAK with 
Automatic File Placement have been 
dramatic! 

If you would like a copy of these 
detailed performance results, give us 
a call. 

You'll see It'. worth the effort! 

Phone 
(913) 823·7257 

OISK.PAK Is a trademark of Eagle Software. Inc. 

Ava ilable space 
NewfTransient files 
Directory Information 
Frequently used files 
Moderately used files 
Seldom used files 
Never used files 

SOFTWA RE , INC . 

P.O. Box 16/169 E. Cloud 
Salina, Kansas 67402-0016 

Circle 33 on reader service card. 

With Rev. 3 DISK-PAX: 
• No more guess work 

determining frequently 
used files. 

• Automatically arrange all 
files by number of 
accesses. 

• Even greater reductions in 
seek distance and service 
time. 

• Disks remain optimized 
longer. eliminating the 
need for frequent 
reorganizations. 

e Supports single and multi
ple disk systems. 

• Menu driven. interactive 
interface. 

• Reorganizing . disks is 
easier than ever! 

FAX 
(913) 823·6185 
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~;i.II.antelll for &St, convenient back-up sup
Of II!}'OW" disk data. The 8mm helical can 

tape treams at 246 KB/ sec; to back up high 
performance KM disks, in about half the time 
needed byotherdisk/tape combinations. And, 
no changing reels - each SKM tape ca ette 
holds over 2 gigab}tes! Call us today for detail 

and discover a new 
balance in eli k/tape 
performance. Zetaco, 
Inc.,6850 hadyOak 
Road, Eden Prairie, 

Minnesota 55344 U. .A. 612/ 941-9480, 
California Office: 714/ 582-1026, 
u.K. Office: (44) 442-891-500. 
'In lab te t on an WI 800, KM tape 'u'tained treaming 
performance at 2 ... 6 KBI sec data transfer rate, backing up 
a 100·MB sequential file from KM high-performance di 'k 
in ju t '.5 minute . 

ZET4~= 
The Network Storage Company Circle 71 on reader service card. 



I EDITOR'S NOTE by Robin Perry 

What Unix does 
for the MV 

When Data General announced the line 
of Unix-based Aviion workstations last 
year, some people wondered if this sig
naled the death of Data General's MY 
family of computers. Happily, that seems 
not to be the ca e. 

Each month, we receive press releases 
announcing new products and solutions 
for Data General equipment. While many 
of them are for use either on the MY 
family or the Aviion family, we've no
ticed that a number of new products can 
be used on both. A good example is EDI 
management software from Metro-Mark 
(see Products and Services, page 64), 
which is now available on DG AOS/YS 
and Unix operating systems. For the past 
two years, this particular package of bus i
ne s application ha only been available 
on IBM mainframes. 

Metro-Mark's main reason for porting 
its product was "to provide an important 
and timely solution for the established 
MY family customer base and to join the 
flourishing open ystems Unix market 
with Aviion," according to Yice President 
Alfred Lozito. It eems that the combina
tion of a large, established u er base and 
a respected Unix platform are too good 
for ome oftware companies to re ist. 

Even Data General's new advertising 
campaign- promoting the Aviion-has a 
po itive effect on MY u er in general by 
increa ing Data General' name recogni
tion. 

It appear that the Aviion presence is 
not only adding new members to the DG 
community, it i al 0 bringing new op
tion to exi ting MY u er . 

• 
A pecial note to ADGUG !pember : 

In the time that I have been with Focus, I 
have een remarkable change at Data 
General. More and more, Data General 
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appears to be an organization that really 
listens to its customers. I like thi trend. 

This month, ADGUG members have 
another opportunity to let their opinions 
be known to Data General. Focus magazine, 
in cooperation with Data General, is poll
ing ADGUG members for their feelings 
about DC quality on everything from hard
ware to billing to software documentation. 

The survey is the brainchild of Jack 
Reardon of Data General Corporate Qual
ity Assurance. He saw the number of re
sponses that we received last summer to 
a survey on repair and maintenance, and 
thought Focus a good vehicle for finding 
out what users of DG equipment think of 
Data General quality. Mr. Reardon devel
oped some questions that get down to 
specifics, like: does equipment work when 
you receive it? if something doe n' t work, 
does DG replace it promptly? Mr. Rear
don i sincerely interested in your re
sponses, especially, he says, in areas where 
you think DG rates poorly. 

Please take a minute from your sched
ule to fill out the form inserted into this 
magazine, and return it to ADGUG of
fices. If you are not a ADGUG member 
and would like to complete the survey, 
call our offices and we will send one to 
you. Our analysis of your re pon es and 
Data General's reaction to them will be 
published in a future is ue of Focil . 

• 
On page 53, we bring you a review of 

Data Bank Associates' file com pres ion 
and archiving program. ext month, Fo
cus will feature a review of a file com
pres ion and archiving program from 
:SYSMGR. Meanwhile, if you wish to read 
about the brushfire war that recently 
erupted between upporter of these two 
rival product , dial up the ADGUG 
bulletin board, 415 / 499-7628. t1 
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XSIVS was the best-kept secret 
in the world. Now, with the 
ORACLE® RDBMS, your MV 

applications treat data located on 
virtually every other micro, mini and 
mainframe as if it were a local data
base. In addition, your MV applica
tions are now portable to every other 
computer in your company. How? 

Because ORACLE is SQL, 
compatible with both the IBM and 
ANSI standards. 

Because the same ORACLE 
applications run unmodified on 

mainframes, minis and micros. 
And ORACLE is the best perform

ing RDBMS under AOS/VS. 
All these things have made Oracle 

Corporation not only the world's 
fastest growing software company, but 
the third largest software company on 
the planet. 

Register for the next free ORACLE 
seminar in your area. Why keep AOS/VS 
a secret? Connect to IBM and DEC 
systems and show them what a real 
power user can do. Let AOSIVS on 
your Eclipse shine. With ORACLE. 

eopynllh' '989 by O.acle Corpora,,,,,, 
ORACLE 1$ a reglslered trademark 01 

OraCle Corporahon AOSNS and Eclipse ate 
rOQlS1C1ed uadcmarks of Data General IBM and 

OEC ONn numerous reglslered uademarks 

COMPATIBILITY · PORTABILITY · CONNECTABILITY 

Call1·800·345·DBMS, ext. 3326 today. 
1R8A 
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Why gamble ... 

... on 
someone offering 
disaster recovery 
as a sideline? 

With DG/hot site from 
Data A urance, you get: 

• Dedicated DG computer 

• Dedicated Communication 

• Dedicated Recovery Expert 

Over 100 DG u er, panning 
the U.S. and Canada, don't 
gamble with their information 
ba ed a et - or their choice 
for a hot ite. They u e the 
dedicated people, experienced 
in actual recoverie and hun
dred of te t ,and dedicated 
di a ter recovery re ource of 

Data Assurance 
Corporation 

Denver · New York · Philadelphia 

(800) 654-1689 
6551 S Revere Pkwy. Englewood. CO 80111 ' (303) 792·5544 

Data General has qualified DAC as a provider of 
DG/hot site, based on criteria established by DG. 
DAC is an independent company offering its 
disaster recovery services to users of 

•• Data General 
equipmenl. 

Circle 17 on reader service card . 

LETTERS ____________ _ 

CEO 3.11/3.12 

I noticed in the December '89 Focus 
"Bits and bytes from the bulletin board" 
section a question from Jeff Campbell 
about CEO 3.11. While I have called Jeff 
to answer any questions that he had con
sidering the title given this excerpt, I 
thought it worthwhile to better explain to 
all Focus readers the situation with CEO 
revision 3.11. 

Actually, there never existed a major 
filing system problem in CEO 3.11 . As a 
matter of course, before releasing a revi
sion of CEO we distribute copies to vari
ous internal sites for the purpose of alpha 
testing the product. Shortly after sending 
the 3.11 tape to manufacturing for cus
tomer distribution, we did discover an 
obscure sequence of keystrokes that if 
followed preCisely would result in that 
user's record in the CEO_INDEX being 
overwritten. Two patches (3.11_CEO
_CP]ATCH30 and 3.11 _CEO_FSA
_PATCH33) were immediately created 
to rectify the problem with the affected 
CEO_INDEX. 

While it was unlikely that someone else 
would enter the necessary keystrokes in 
the requisite order to reproduce this same 
scenario, we don't mess around when it 
comes to the index. An immediate stop 
shipment order was sent to manufactur
ing. 

The only reason that CEO 3.12 was cre
ated is because the manufacturing pro
cess precluded us from resubmitting the 
tape with the above patches applied with 
the same revision number. So we made a 
tape with the 3.11 software with the two 
patches applied and called it CEO 3.12. 

The Reader's Digest version is this: There 
exists no problem with the filing system 
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in CEO revision 3.12. Any advanced sites 
who had the pre-released 3.11 version 
should apply patch 3.11 _CEO_FSA
_PATCH_43 to the CEO_FSA.PR pro
gram. 

I hope this clears any confusion with 
CEO 3.11/3.12. If not, you can call me 
directly at Data General corporate. Thank 
you. 

Bob Primmer, Manager 
Product Assurance Engineering 

/Office Automation 
Data General Corporation 

Westboro 

More survival tips 

I enjoyed your Round Up article "Stay
ing Alive" (Nov.'89). I found it very infor
mative. The idea of having a representa
tive from DG inform our group on new 
installations sounds like a good idea. 
Many of the other ideas we have already 
employed. I also noticed LA EDGE has a 
cocktail hour sponsored by a vendor, 
which seems like a good idea. 

We've talked about incentives, like door 
prizes. Three things come to mind: 

1. One share of DG stock. 
2. Computer hardware board or a disc 

platter, old or outdated. 
3. Things that were available at the 

annual conference (e.g., carrying bag or 
ADGUG T-shirt). 
Thank you for your time, and keep up 

the good work in Focus. 

Kerwin Stenzel 
President, MADGUG 

(Minnesota Area 
Data General Users Group) 

February 1990 



ou 'd probably thin 
it was miraculous 
if somebody offered 
you a disk backup 
system like this: o Stores over 2 gigabytes on a 

810 cartridge. o "Push the button and go home" 
simplicity. o A spectacularly affordable price. 

MegaTape has a long history 
of amazing backup feats. But our 
new 8mm system, GT -88, will be a 
real revelation- even to the most 
jaded computer or workstation user. 

Start with uncanny compati
bility. That's because the GT-88 is 

completely transparent to your 
CPU. That means you won't have to 
spend from now to eternity strug
gling with modified hardware or 
patched software; your standard 
backup utilities will work unchanged. 

In use, you 'll find the GT-88 
can create spare time out of thin air. 

© 1988 MegaTape Corporation 

It equals or beats stand
ard 6250 bpi tape drives 
in speed- and you 'll 
never have to hang 
around to change reels 
or cartridges. 

Of course, buy
ing any new 

technology 
involves 

an element of faith. 
So it's worth remembering that 
MegaTape has been in the backup 

business- and only the 
backup business-for 
nearly a decade. Thousands 
of our cartridge systems are 
handling daily backup at 
sites allover the world. 
Our support organization 
is in place, ready to 

respond in your hour 
of need. 

So if you 'd 
like to work a 
few miracles 
around your site, 
call MegaTape 
today and find 
out how afford-

able the GT -88 
can be. 

And that's not 
a suggestion- it's a 

commandment. 

MEGATAPE CORPORATIO 
1041 Hamilton Road 
Duarte, CA 91010-0317 
(818) 357-9921 • Telex: 510 600 7131 
Telefax: (818) 357-2369 

~~gaTape 
THE GREAT LEAP 

FORWARD IN BACKUP. 
Circle 44 on reader service card . 



ROUNDUP btj Cathlene Gentry 

Use it or lose it 
Local Data General offices have 
resources for helping user groups 

Historically, the most successful regional interest groups are 
those that have the support and participation of a local DG 
office. If your group is not getting the support from Data Gen
eral that you would like, ask for it! Data General has a specific 
policy to help local user groups. It is up to you to see that your 
group takes advantage of the offer. 

In the initial start-up phase, an individual from the local office 
is authorized to work with users in the development of the 
group. The DG office should temporarily offer data base space 
for the group's start-up records, and offer a mailing to potential 
members from its customer lists. After these initial steps, DG 
will assist when needed by providing programs, meeting space, 
and even help with initial funding. 

If your group is having difficulties, don't hesitate to rely on 
the support offered both by ADGUG and Data General. 

• 
ADGUG's annual Spring Executive Board meeting is in the 

planning stages. All regional and special interest groups are 
encouraged to send a representative. ADGUG pays for the 
cost of a hotel room and two lunches. This year's meeting will be 
held in Seattle, Washington at the Seattle Sheraton and Conven
tion Center, the site for the 17th annual NADGUG conference. 

Each regional or special interest group is required to submit a 
status report to the ADGUG Executive Board. Each group 
leader should have received a report form in the mail to fill out 
and send back. If you have not received one, please contact the 
RIG / SIG Coordinator at 1-800/877-4787. 

• 
I've heard that February in Chicago is only for tried and true 

northerners! If you can stand the cold, a trip to the system 
performance roundtable being held on February 21 at the 
Schaumberg Embassy Suites certainly promises to heat things 
up. The CADGUG (Chicago Area Data General User Group) 
sponsored discussion boasts an impressive list of panel mem
bers: Brian Johnson of BJ, Inc., Ron Fitch of Human Insights 
Group, and members of Data General SEPAC and development 
teams hashing out their favorite system performance issues. The 
event begins with dinner at 6 p.m. All Data General users are 
invited to attend. Contact Jim Siegman at 312/673-1700 for 
details. 

• 
A pecial meeting was held in Pittsburgh for PADGUG 
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members to discuss what all the new Data General products 
really mean for their future as DG customers. The presentation 
given by DG titled "Strategy for the 1990s" answered many 
questions about the future of MV-based products and the new 
Aviion. The Pittsburgh Area Data General Users Group holds its 
monthly meetings at the Data General office on Fleet Street. For 
details about the next meeting, contact Ronald Rabatin at 412 
/ 864-9333. 

• 
The December meeting of LA EDGE (Los Angeles End-Users 

of Data General Equipment) was attended by about 90 mem
bers. The cocktail hour preceding dinner was hosted by PA 
Systems. After dinner, Data General employees and other vol
unteer dealers entertained members with blackjack. Roulette 
and craps tables were also available in "Casino L'Edge." At the 
end of the evening, players "cashed in" their tickets for door 
prizes. Over $1,000 was raised during the evening to aid three 
local charities that help the homeless. 

The next meeting of LA EDGE will be held on Tuesday, Febru
ary 6, at 7 p.m. at the Brookside Country Club in Pasadena. 
VARs will present information about their respective software 
offerings. The March meeting is being planned around the theme 
"alternative maintenance." 

For more information about LA EDGE, contact Mark Speer at 
818/ 897-7777 or Carolyn Naber at 818/793-2141. 

• 
Utica, ew York was the site of the Central New York Data 

General Users Group's January 10 meeting. This meeting fo
cused on DG's Unix strategy and what it means for AOS/ VS 
users. 

At the group's March meeting in Syracuse, members will 
cover ways to integrate PCs and MVs through networking or 
terminal emulation, and discuss the various hardware and soft
ware requirements/ options. 

The May meeting will be held in Albany. This will be the 
group's third annual AOS/VS roundtable, and promises to be a 
hit once again! For details, contact the group's president Bob 
Albanese at 518/ 426-2600. /}. 

Cathlene Gentry is the RlG/SIG coordinator for NADGUG. She may 
be reached at Focus magazine, 4807 Spicewood Springs Rd., Suite 
3150, Austin, TX. 78759; 1-800/877-4787, (1-800/USR-GRUP). 
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Your Equation 
for Success: 

At TLC, we know that PRICE is important 
when purchasing a computer. However, 
QUALITY and SUPPORT are more impor
tant, especially after the sale. That's why at 
TLC we add quality by testing all systems 
before they ship. 

For support, we have a staff of 20 profes
sionals with over 100 combined years of 
DG experience. TLC's support services 
include: 

• Systems Integration 
• Technical Support 
• Repairs 
• System Tuning 
• Novell LAN Installation & Support 
• Cabling 

We are committed to our customers. We're 
proud they consider us technically the best 
in the marketplace. 

Price - only one part of the equa
tion for a successful purchase 
of a computer, call TLC for the 
total solution at 508-478-8211 or 
FAX 1-508-473-3109. 

- 'Th T C -TECHNICAL & LOGISTICAL 
==.J.alL4 = CONSULTANTS, INC. 

~ ~C 
~ 5 Airport Drive. Hopedale. MA 01747 1 ~ (508) 478-8211 . FAX (508) 473-3109 

Quality + Support + Price = TLC 
Circle 65 on reader service card . 
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____________________ NADGUG NEWS 

United for the 
Nineties 

SYNOPSIS I Big changes in store Jor the 1990 conJerence. 
Convergence oj three groups wiu increase 

attendance, provide interaction between 
DG sales people, VARs, and users. 

by Jan Grossman 
Special to Focus 

When the ADGUG Conference 89 came to a close, did con
ference organizers just sit back and rest on their laurels, basking 
in warm praise for engineering yet another successful gathering 
of DG users from all over the world? Not hardly. Exhibitors were 
still tearing down their booths in ew Orleans when NADGUG 
and Data General officials began talking about ways to make the 
next conference even better. 

A seed planted at the ADGUG conference swiftly grew into 
a plan that will bring together ADGUG members, Data Gen
eral salespeople, and DG VARs at a superconference in Seattle 
next October. Along with the ADGUG conference will be the 
annual sales kick-off of Data General's orth American Sales 
Division, and the annual meeting of the DG VAR Council. This 
action will double the number of potential attendees. 

The ADGUG conference starts after the other two meetirgs 
are underway, although some events will happen concurrently. 
Attendees are urged to arrive by Monday, October 22, so that 
they may attend a welcome reception sponsored by Data Gen
eral for all three groups. This will be a great opportunity to 
interface with DG salespeople and VARs. DG Vars and sales
people are also invited tq attend the opening ceremonies for the 

ADGUG conference and exhibits. The ADGUG conference 
will continue through October 25. 

Focus 

Responding to you 
The Conference Committee is continuously looking at ways to 

make the ADGUG conference a rewarding experience for each 
attendee. In a post-conference survey conducted by Data Gen
eral, 88 percent of Conference 89 attendees said that their objec
tives in attending the conference were met. These objectives in
cluded interfacing with other Data General users, gaining in
sight into new products and / or changes in existing products, 
learning about DG's product and marketing directions, and 
making business contacts. Half the attendees said that favorable 
experiences with past conferences influenced their decision to 
go to New Orleans. 

Roundtables continue to be the most popular sessions, while 
attendees asked for more technical sessions that provide practi
cal tips that they can take back and use at work. Some people 
remarked that there were so many good sessions, that they were 
either not able to attend them all, or they did not have time to 
visit the exhibit floor. 

In planning sessions for the Seattle conference, the Conference 
Committee is giving careful consideration to these issues, in 
particular to improving scheduling so that there is ample time to 
visit the exhibits. . 

There was also concern raised about the number of attendees. 
Finals counts show that there were 1,130 attendees at the ew 
Orleans conference, down slightly from the 1,152 recorded at the 
1988 conference in Philadelphia. However, because the Philadel
phia conference was held in a hotel with a smaller exhibit area, 
and the ew Orleans conference was held in a convention cen
ter that was cavernous in comparison, it appeared that attendance 
was dramatically lower. 

Are you ready for Seattle? 
There are some very important dates for you to remember 

regarding the 1990 conference, which will be held at the Seattle 
Sheraton and Convention Center. If you have information or 
knowledge to share with other users of Data General equip
ment, you may wish to present a technical, management, or end
user session. The deadline to submit a speaker application is 
Friday, February 23. 

Exhibitors who wish to demonstrate their products in front of 
this large gathering of DG users must submit exhibitor applica
tions by Friday, March 23. 

NADGUG members will automatically receive registration 
kits in the mail later this year. Non-members may contact 

ADGUG offices for information on membership and the con
ference. (You do not have to be a member to attend.) 

Speaker and exhibitor applications, or other information about 
the conference, may be obtained by calling 1-800/ 877-4787 (512 
/ 345-5316 outside U.S.). tl 

Jan Grossman is Information Services Manager for H.A . Holden, Inc. 
of Minneapolis, and chairperson of the NADGUG Conference Com
mittee. 
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SYNOPSIS 
Like compatible donors, DC's open systems approach and the 
healthcare industry's need to control costs through distributed 

processing are near perfect matches. Success oj the Aviion is at the 
heart oj DC's strategy. I 

by Seemee Ali 
Focus staff 

The sprawling healthcare industry 
includes enormous numbers of clerks, 
technicians, and administrative support 
staff, and generates amazing amounts of 
money. PhYSicians, for example, gro s $15 
billion per year. Yet doctors' earnings are 
a fraction of a whole. This behemoth is 
Data General's strongest market. 

Hospital Information Systems have 
their own acronym (HIS) in the computer 
marketing community. The systems in
clude software offerings for laboratory 
work, patient care, and administration, 
as well as the financial aspects of hospital 
business. The need to automate these 
functions has become particularly acute 
since 1984, when the Medicare/Medicaid 
reimbursement system for hospitals 
changed to a set-rate system for specific 
diagnoses. Medicare now reimburses 
hospitals according to Diagnostic Related 
Groups (DRGs), which specify a price for 
any given procedure, rather than simply 
paying for the total duration of a patient's 
visit. As a result, cost-containment, often 
monitored by complex computer net
works, has become a vital concern to more 
and more healthcare professionals. 

Behind the scenes 
"We have to be more efficient," says 

Ron Biandi, a vice president of informa
tion systems at Empire Health Services in 
Spokane. The Washington hospital re
cently bought four Aviion servers, and 
attributes the purchase to an increased 
cost consciousness. "Before the big DRG 
change in Medicare reimbursement, 
whatever cost you put into a system you 
would get reimbursed from Medicare," 
he explained, "I think that [change] is 
taking a lot of hospitals away from a large 
mainframe environment to distributed 
processing; you just can't afford to keep 
upgrading large machines to another large 
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machine." 
Thi view fits neatly into DG's picture 

of the healthcare market. "I think that 
almost all hospitals are having a difficult 
time balancing the cost control issues 
they' ve fac.ed against maintenance of 
quality health care," says Del Richmond, 
DG's healthcare industry manager. Data 
General answers these concerns, he says, 
"by packaging some of the leading appli
cations software in the market with a 
price/performance leading hardware 
platform." 

Multi-vendor connectivity is another 
essential to cost-containment, and 
Richmond credits part of DG's success in 
healthcare to this factor, too. "We've al
ways been the leader in IBM connectivity 
and industry-standard communications," 
he boasts. 

Premium on price-performance 
Wendy Kempton, an assistant director 

of marketing at Professional Healthcare 
Systems, Inc. (PHS), agrees that the new 
financial constraints on hospitals have 
brought with them a different approach 
to business. She says the healthcare in
dustry has been "dragging their feet for a 
long time in accepting new technology 
that would organize them better, that 
would quantify what they' re doing, and 
that would qualify their actions." 

A former nurse, she senses the diffi
culty of imposing automation upon an 
overworked, labor-intensive organization. 
"The nur e that's running off to give care 
to a patient isn't going to want to screw 
around to try to get information into a 
computer," Kempton says. 

The problem with the new Medicare 
reimbursement system, she explains, is 
that money for capital expenditures is 
dwindling. "Yes, ho pitals would benefit 
from new technology ... but any sort of 
new technology is really having to show 
price-performance value." Kempton's 
company markets patient accounting soft
ware that maximizes the amount of 
money ho pitals can bill to Medicare. Yet 
despite the "optimizing DRG" programs 
available in software packages, extra costs 
are still often left uncompensated. 

Humana Inc., a one million member, 
83-hospital organization, recently in
stalled a point-of-care system, with ter
minals at patients' bedsides based on four 
DG MY /10000s and one MY /20000, jus
tifying the move on cost-benefit consid-
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BBasic Users 
Custom Software Development and Solutions 

Customized Support Packaged Solutions 
- Systems Design and Analysis - 'W/SAM' (Apparel Manufacturing) 

- Custom Software Development - 'BORROWARE' (Consumer Loan Mgmt) 
- Existing Software Support - Human Resource & Benefits Mgmt 
- Hardware/Software Upgrades - Rental Equipment Control 

and Conversions 

Company Profile 
- Data General Value Added Reseller - Developers and Consultants in Multi-
- Third Party Peripherals (Communications. User. Real-Time. Integrated systems 

Printers. Lasers. Handheld Data Entry. P.O.S.) for over 14 Years. 
- Competitive Pricing - Highly Technical Staff 

Experience the QUALITY Service and PERSONALIZED Support that 
our customers have come to expect and depend on. 

Learn how Our Products and Services can make a Difference In Your Firm. 
Give Us a Call TODAY I 

BAC-TECH SYSTEMS, INC. 
270 Lafayette Street New York, N.Y. 10012 

(212) 334 8288 

Circle 2 on reader service card. 

"ARC works beautiful. It is user friendly and totally 
compatible . .. 00 to PC and PC to 00" 

- - Bill Smith, AMI 
. -

ARC is Approved by the Creators of ARC for the PCI 

Data Bank Associates. Inc. 

20010 Century Blvd., Suite 104 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

(301) 540·5562 or FAX (301) 540·8105 

ARC Is • registered Inod ..... rt< 01 Sy ...... Enhancement Aaaocl8t .. 

Circle 18 on reader service card. 
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erations. Its survey of hospital applica
tions and hardware in 1984 coincided with 
the federal revamping of Medicare bill
ing, Humana' ingle largest ource of 
income. 

cessible to doctors and nurses. Headed 
by a physician, Health Data's mission is 
to "provide an electronic replacement for 
paper record and support document ," 
according to founder Dr. Ralph Korpman. 

The new system, from Health Data Sci
ences Corp. in San Bernadino, California, 
works much like the point-of-sale termi
nals in the retail industry, with informa
tion such as lab results conveniently ac-

Nursing a sick industry 
DC's value added resellers, who pro

vide the corporation with roughly 95 
percent of its healthcare revenue, agree 
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"No Limits" 
ICOBOL 

What if you could sidestep the confines of hardware or operating system 
dependency? Develop ICOBOL software on just about any platform, and 
make it run on just about any other. Without other limiting factors. Like 
recompilation. Or translation. Or conversion. 

What if you could access the power of windows and menus? Run utility 
programs like REORG and ISAMVERIFY. Actually depend on a software 
security system. What if compatibility was guaranteed across all systems, 
not just a nice theory? 

No limits? Try instant market expandability on for size. Then add increased 
productivity. And profitability. 

Starting to sound more like the world you'd like to do business in? Call and 
ask about Cfwicef~ our ICOBOL run-time system that runs on just about 
anything, anywhere. And~, our fast ICOBOL compiler, so packed with 
features it'll put a spin on your applications. 

No Limits. 
It opens profitable new worlds. 

Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box 3581 
Boulder, Colorado 80307-3581 

U.s.A -I 
TEL: (303) 442-0324 WI 
FAX: (303) 440-7961 COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC. 

Circle 68 on reader service card. 

for the mo t part, with DC's as essment 
of the market. 

Meditech, a DG VAR that leads the 
healthcare indu try in software sales, 
sings the prai es of Data General's repu
tation in the healt"care industry and lauds 
the price-performance of DC machines. 
Vice President of Sales and Marketing Ed 
Pisinski says "We come into the typical 
deal, and we are about $1 million less 
expensive than other vendors." Pisinski 
attributes this to Meditech's treamlined 
management of software design, but he's 
also quick to credit the "bang per buck," 
of Data General hardware. 

Bill Stranges, of Cain Associates, a VAR 
who is now developing a healthcare 
equipment maintenance system, concurs. 
While he laments DC's lack of name rec
ognition among users (who he concedes 
are "not sophisticated enough to recog
nize all the names out there"), Stranges 
combats big-name competition with Data 
General's cost-effectiveness. "You walk 
into a client's site," Stranges says, "and 
you not only propose an affordable sys
tem, but you cover all the bases." 

The RISC-factor 
Both DC's Richmond and Meditech's 

Pisinski see the Aviion as the ultimate 
healthcare solution. 

Richmond says "If you look at our re
cruiting strategy for new VARs, it's really 
based on a matrix of high growth market 
segments and Aviion platform availabil
ity. And the vendors that we have, have 
platforms that will run on the Aviion in 
the near future." 

Data General is currently courting 
VARs who cater to certain niches within 
the healthcare field, such as health main
tenance organizations (HMOs) and pre
ferred provider organization (PPO). ") 
can't mention any names at this point, 
but there are probably a dozen or 0 ven
dors in the HMO market that have any 
kind of rea onable market share, and 
orne of them would be relatively quick 

and easy to convert," says Richmond. 
Pisinski reinforce the DC point of view, 

calling the machine "the great competi
tiveadvantage" of hi company. Meditech 
u es its own MIlS/Magic op rating sys
tem, which contains roughly 35 instruc
tions and has provided the base for all 
Meditech software since 1980, long be
fore the RISC technology on Aviion was 
introduced. 
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Still, Pisinsky's non-stop praise of the 
Aviion rings with evangelical fervor: 
"Clients [who are] not aware of the Aviion, 
or RISC technology, will oon come to 
believe that it holds great promise to be 
the future hardware platform for virtu
ally all oftware vendors. RISC technol
ogy offers such great bang per buck. It's 
so powerful, so inexpensive. Everybody's 
going to have to be on the RISC platform 
. .. . A hospital does not want to buy 
ob olescence; they want to buy state of 
the art products. They look at the Aviion 
as being the new generation of computer 
sy tem ." 

By comparison, Cain Associates' 
Stranges eems skeptical. "Data General 
has taken the right step," he explains, 
"but without the software to run on the 
machine, there will be no machine." 
Stranges, currently in the throes of form
ing a healthcare sp cial interest group 
under the ADGUG umbrella, cannot 
port his own product to the Aviion until 
the Cybertek development language he 
uses is made available under Unix. 

The success of the Aviion appears criti
cal to meeting Data General's goal of 
double digit growth in the healthcare 
market, and staying firm in its current 
number three position behind IBM and 
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). 
Beyond this particular uncertainty, how
ever, DG seems to have the healthcare 
part of its house in order. Its VAR pro
gram is comprehen ive: A group of 50 
Data General ales repre entatives, who 
call themselves "the MASH team," sup
port healthcare remarketers exclusively. 

One of the e DG rep spent two year 
nur ing a recent sale of four Eclipse MV 
/7800 systems to a hospital in his home
town of Temple, Texas, winning a bid 
over DEC on exactly the same software 
system. 

DG provides ales reps with general 
demographiC on the ho pital indu try 
and on-line acce to the American Hos
pital A ociation' data ba e. In addition, 
the company turns out at industry trade 
hows, p nds money on healthcare
pecific advertising, and wage a propa

ganda campaign on healthcare oriented 
computer con ultant . D I Richmond 
add that "We also do a Significant 
amount of image-building activity, in 
t rms of developing success stories on 
our exi ting VARs." 

Strange atte t "Data G neral is will-
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ing to provide you with whatever you 
want personally to conduct your busi
ne with them a a VAR. They'll provide 
you with a much a i tance a you want 
on a lead. They'll attend visits to cus
tomer sites-first, second, third, as many 
times as you want . . . to show that there 
is a close relationship between the manu
facturer and your company." 

Meditech's Pisinski says that he relies 

on Data General's self-promotion in the 
healthcare industry to make his 
company' marketing tasks easier. Asked 
whether Data General enjoys enough 
name recognition in its strongest market, 
Pisinski pauses and exclaims, "Well noth
ing is ever enough! Do they have a good 
name in hospitals? Yes ... it's quite an 
attribute that they're number three, and 
they're just slightly behind Digital." t!l 

The .9gjs ICOBOL 
Compiler. 

Moves You Light Years Ahead. 
~ is our fast, full-featured ICOBOL compiler. How fast? Rocket fast. 
How full-featured? Of course it's compatible with DG ICOBOL. But its 
windows, menus, input time-outs, environment variables, full screen 
attributes, and color support will really make your head spin. 

And yet, speed and features are only half the picture. 

Portability is the Other Half. 
Here's a compiler that'll translate your ICOBOL source programs into 
PO/DO object files on just about any system, anywhere. And portability 
means productivity. 

Want to develop on a particular platform? Say U IX? Fine. XE IX? 0 

problem. AViiO ? We' re ready. In fact, we also support DOS, OS/2, 
VAX/VMS, AOS/VS, AIX, Macintosh, and PC etworks, plus many others. 
~generated code even runs directly under Data Generals own ICOBOL 
run-time systems. Call today for more information. 

The .9l4js ICOBOL Compiler: 
Moves you light years ahead. 

Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box 3581 
Boulder, Colorado 80307-3581 
U.S.A. • 
TEL: (303) 442-0324 
FAX: (303) 440-7961 

WI 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC. 
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Focus ON: DG IN HEALTH CARE ---------------------------------------------------------

Plranl/acist Stu Fonrey el/ters clrarges iI/to tire billil/g system at CSU Veteril/ary 
Teaclrillg Hospital. (Plroto by Al Kilmillster) 

I 

SYNOPSIS I A Colorado veterinary teaching 
hospital automates its services 
using an MV /10000, AOS/VS, 

and linked data bases. 
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by Cathy Kipp 
Special to Focus 

Colorado State University's Veterinary 
Teaching Hospital (VTH) is similar in 
many respects to a human hospital. A 
tour of the VTH would provide you with 
several surprises-a critical care unit, a 
CAT scanner, and a linear accelerator are 
just a few of the items you might not 
expect to find . 

In fact, humans may be the only ani
mal VTH doesn't treat. We are equipped 
to perform surgery and other medical 
procedures on animals from frogs to ele
phants, in sizes ranging from less than a 
pound to several hundred pounds. With 
one of the largest veterinary hospital case 
loads, the VTH sees about 20,000 animals 
per year, including visits by our ambula
tory service, which makes house calls on 
large animals, such as horses and cows. 

The heart of our hospital computeriza
tion effort lies in the billing and medical 
records systems, both used hospital-wide. 
Several office automation users in the 
building use Data General equipment 
primarily for electronic mail and word 
processing capabilities (Wordperfect li
brary and Wordperfect). 

Our main hospital computer is a Data 
General MY /10000 running under AOS 
/VS, though we also have an MV /8000 

primarily for software development. A 
combination of CLI macro and Wordper
fect Library menu ke p the eLI y tem 
hidden from user . 

All of the software for our billing and 
medical records systems was written by 
staff programmers, since human-oriented 
medical software does not fit our needs 
closely enough. In human medicine, for 
example, species and breeds of patients 
are always human; there is no need to 
determine whether a given patient is a 
parakeet or a llama. Human patients are 
always male or female, and, with some 
exceptions, always remain so. In veteri
nary medicine, seven sex categories are 
used, and the sex of an animal can change 
as many as four times! 

Not much veterinary specific software 
is available. Some commercial software 
has been written for smaller veterinary 
practices, but most of it is targeted for use 
on personal computers. There just isn' t 
much of a market for high volume veteri
nary hospital packages. Only 30 veteri
nary teaching hospitals exist in the U.s. 
and Canada, and VTH has one of the 
largest case loads among them. A couple 
of years ago, a company designing a sys
tem for veterinary teaching hospitals of
fered a complete system, including new 
software (written in MUMPS) and new 
DEC hardware, but the price came close 
to a million dollars-more than we 
wanted to spend. 

Our oldest system is billing, written in 
PL/1. It is primarily a file system with a 
single adjacent data base. The medical 
records system (a relational data base 
system) was rewritten last spring to in
corporate several recent requests. We have 
an additional set of data bases that con
tain information from the billing system 
files to facilitate information retrieval. 

Altogether, 17 data bases interact with 
one another, either directly or indirectly. 
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Programs that link biUing and medical 
records together are written in PL/l for 
complex functions, and in CQCS for some 
simple, but useful applications. lnfos II 
stores our data bases, giving us the ad
vantage of accessible data from PL/l, 
CQCS, and Sort/Merge. Between these, 
it is possible to do just about anything 
our hardware limitations (memory, MIPS, 
and disk space~ will allow. 

The medical records system contains 
on-line data from different systems for all 
the animals that have visited the VTH 
since 1972-over 130,000 animals and 
about 270,000 hospital visits. The system 
we created in May, 1987, using CQCS and 
a relational data base system, was the 
first system that didn't require "computer 
people" to do retrievals. 

We had great success training our 
medical records staff to perform their own 
data base retrievals using the query sys
tem. Now, when a clinician wants to do a 
search, the medical records department 
takes the request and figures out what to 
ask the computer, based on information 
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the clinician codes according to the Stan
dard Nomenclature of Veterinary Diseases 
and Operations (SNVOO) system. We 
made attempts to train other users, but 
none have been this successful. Few clini
cians seem interested in performing re
trievals, and those who are interested 
don't use the system enough. Total clini
cian requests have averaged about 10 to 
15 retrievals per month over the past year. 

Retrievals run during the day, at the 
same time other people use the computer. 
Normally, users run at priority two; re
trieval system users at priority three. 
Users running long retrievals (primarily 
those involving many external data base 
accesses) are asked to batch them to run 
in the evening. This means that everyone 
gets reasonable service for whatever they 
are trying to accomplish. 

The current billing system originally 
came to life in 1983. It has been modified 
and enhanced since then, but we plan to 
rewrite it as a relational data base system 
incorporating more comprehensive ac
counting capabilities and closer links with 

medical records to avoid data duplica
tion. The system creates an invoice that 
contains all information pertaining to an 
animal's visit, and allows different hospi
tal departments to add charges or com
ments. 

The invoices serve as the basis for daily, 
weekly, monthly, and yearly reports. Bill
ing system information is used to initial
ize relevant information in the medical 
records data bases as well as the billing 
file data bases mentioned earlier. Only a 
few years ago, the computer staff would 
groan when we received a request for 
several years of billing system informa
tion; it involved loading hundreds of files 
onto the computer from tape, writing 
macros, and sometimes programs to pro
cess the files. With luck, the results were 
ready in a week. ow, most requests are 
handled easily by the retrieval system and 
results are often available within an hour 
or, sometimes, even minutes. 

An embossed card machine is con
nected to the Data General, and prints 
out cards (a lot like credit cards) that fol-
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low animal around the hospital. The 
cards quickly imprint owner and animal 
information on paperwork related to ser
vice rendered. An animal retain a 
unique patient number throughout its life 
for all hospital visits. Given this number, 
you can find out almost anything about 
the animal. 

The new revision of the medical rec
ords system allows hospital users to per
form speedy searches by owner name-
by entering the name (or partial name, or 
patient number), the animal records for 
the owner most closely matching that 
name are retrieved in under a second. It 
is fairly simple to look through the own
ers alphabetically until an exact match is 
found. These types of searches cause no 
degradation of system performance. 

Another feature resulting from linkage 
of the medical records and billing is the 
creation of two special reports, the pa
tient history report and the clinician's 
monthly statement. The patient history 
Ii ts on-line information chronologically 
from all data bases for aU of an animal's 
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visits to the hospital. It is a convenient 
summary listing of a patient's medical 
history without having to flip through 
everal page of a paper medical record. 

Clinicians' statements are printed 
monthly, and contain all information 
about an animal and its owner seen by a 
clinician over the previous month. Visits 
may also be listed for animals on which 
the medical record was completed the 
previous month. (Lab results may take 
several months to receive and necropsies 
often take six months!) Owner names, 
addresses, and phone numbers as well as 
animal information are then available for 
the clinicians' reference. 

Vaccination reminder cards are also 
made possible by the linked systems. 
These are mailed to owners when their 
animals are due for rabies, distemper, or 
leukemia vaccinations. Being largely a 
referral facility, VTH only mails cards to 
owners who weren' t referred to the hos
pital by outside veterinarians and to those 
who live nearby. 

Our computer wish list for the future 

. 
TheAgeOfUpgrndes 
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includes bar code canning throughout 
the hospital, paperless medical records 
that use imaging technology to store rec
ords on optical disk, and direct interface 
between the lab machines and the DG for 
entering medical records. Some clinicians 
would also like to have terminals in ex
amination rooms to view patient infor
mation and to enter information directly 
onto the computer. 

Our users now have many times the 
access to information they had just two 
years ago. Two years from now ... who 
knows? 6. 

Cathy Kipp is a systems analyst for the Colo
rado State University Veterinary Teaching 
Hospital in Fort Collins, Colorado, where she 
has worked for nearly four years. She is also 
the editor of the Colorado Data General Users 
Group newsletter. She may be reached by mail 
at Veterinary Teaching Hospital, Computer 
Services, Colorado State University, Fort 
Collins, CO 80525, or by phone at 303/491-
1294. 
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SYNOPSIS I 
Hospital chain uses remote 

hook-ups and on-line inquiries to 
improve efficiency. 

by Jennifer Woodhall 
Special to Focus 
and 
SeemeeAli 
Focus staff 

Paracelsus Healthcare Corporation is a 
20-hospital, 1700-bed system with facili
ties in California and several southeast
ern states. Its two MV /20000 hosts in 
Pasadena, California handle administra
tive functions via remote phone links for 
the entire system, which includes hospi
tals from Florida and Mississippi to the 
LA metroplex. Each hospital operates 
independently, using the centralized 
Pasadena data bases. 

Two years ago, Professional Healthcare 
Systems, Inc. (PHS) of Los Angeles pro
vided the computerized solution that 
brought the Paracelsus data processing 
operation in-house. High costs and the 
inflexibility associated with using an out-
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side service bureau precipitated the 
healthcare corporation's conversion to in
house processing. 

The PHS patient accounts software used 
by Paracelsus runs on DC's AOS/VS sys
tem, and uses Cybertek's CQCS fourth 
generation language. PHS vice president 
for custom software, Randy Cole, credits 
the 4GL for much of Paracelsus' new
found ad hoc reporting ability. "The user 
can go directly to the data base without 
detouring through the index," he explains. 
"Consequently, processing time for simple 
programs is much shorter." PHS also uses 
CQCS to streamline its own development 
process. 

Paracelcus' MIS Manager Paul Cahill 
estimates that the healthcare corporation 
saves 50 percent of its service bureau costs 
each month. "Instead of waiting for the 
service bureau to produce reports, we can 
respond to our users as the need arises," 
he says. "What's more, now we can run 
things on our own schedule. We have 
complete control of our own data bases." 

A serious drawback of the old service 
bureau approach was batch report gen
eration-a slow, often cumbersome pro
cess. "We couldn' t get reports available 
to us as we needed them," Cahill remem
bers, "so we couldn't go into just one. We 
would have to schedule that report, and 
it would have to come out at a certain 
time of the week or month." On-line in
quiries into patient accounts, admissions, 
and discharges were impOSSible with the 
batch processing method. 

Flexible hospital census reports are a 
frequently used option for Paracelsus. 
"We can produce them any way we 
want," says Cahill. "Alphabetically by 
patient, by attending doctor or nursing 
station-even by the patient's religion." 
In the accounts receivable area, his staff 
can generate summary, intermediate, and 
extract reports that yield data for the bill
ing department. "Say we want a list of all 
patients belonging to a particular HMO 

who are 90 days past due on their pay
ments," Cahill theorizes. "We're no longer 
at the mercy of a particular program's 
flexibility to give us that information." 

Paracelsus' Pasadena office manages 
the "day-end" runs that generate reports 
for each day's hospital activity- admis
sions, discharges, charges, and payments 
that are entered into Infos data bases. The 
reports print out at each individual hos
pital. 

"If they miss a report, they can always 
come back and request it to be re-printed 
from their own menus on the screen," 
Cahill explained. 

The remote administration has been 
relatively smooth, according to the MIS 
manager. "The disadvantages of having 
[the host system] in-house at each hospi
tal would be that they would have to staff 
up for third shift- the graveyard shift
to do their own 'day-end,' and they would 
also be responSible for their own backups 
and system integrity." But, Cahill asserts, 
"we take all that away from them by 
having it in a centralized environment." 
The remote system also affords a degree 
of flexibility, Cahill says. "We could al
ways move the system out to a region, or 
to a large hospital, if we wanted to, and 
still maintain the Xodiac network." 

Cahill foresees improving the current 
system through expansion. Given a wish, 
he says he would put smaller MVs at 
each hospital site and allow the hospitals 
to work on subsets of the data bases in a 
local environment, and update them over
night. In addition, he says, with more 
MVs he could expand the corporation's 
CEO network, which currently is limited 
to communications from the various hos
pitals to the data processing center. Inter
hospital communication cannot take place 
under the current system, Cahill says, 
because flit would be too taxing on the 
hardware we have." 

Cahill anticipates that at Paracelsus, 
reporting revenues and tracking HMOs 
and PPOs will be the next administrative 
functions to benefit from PHS's enhanced 
report writing capabilities. "Healthcare 
is a fast-changing industry," he observes. 
"We have to respond very quickly to a 
volatile regulatory environment." 6 

Jennifer Woodhall is a freelance writer living 
in Boulder, Colorado. 
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Deciphering bar codes 

SYNOPSIS I 
Standards Jor symbology and 

the mechanics oj bar coding are 
explained in the frrst oj a two

part article. 

by Mike Leathers 
Special to Focus 

Bar coding is part of an industry dedi
cated to the automatic identification of 
almost anything imaginable. Other tools 
of identification include optical character 
recognition (OCR), machine vision, radio 
frequency identification tags, magnetic 
stripe, voice data, page readers, and hard 
copy graphic scanners. 

Bar codes on box cars and beyond 
I remember seeing large bar codes 

painted on railroad cars at both ends of 
each car. Identification of railroad cars is 
extremely important in the switching 
yards, where the cars are put together to 
make the freight trains that people see in 
various parts of the country. Knowing 
the exact placement of each car within 
the switching yard is essential for the yard 
workers to get the right car to the right 
track at the right time, and link it with 
other cars going to the same place. It's 
very similar to the use of bar codes in the 
typical warj:!house today. 
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Since the early 1980s, bar codes have 
received a lot of attention. In the begin
ning, they represented numbers assigned 
by the user to identify product codes or 
part numbers within the confines of a 
manufacturer's business. When finished 
goods with the bar codes left on them 
were delivered to distribution ware
houses, distribution centers began using 
them. As more manufacturers started 
using bar codes, it became apparent that 
some standardization was necessary to 
prevent code conflicts, and industries 
formed organizations responsible for 
defining and implementing these stan
dards. 

Symbology and code structure 
Symbology is the language of bar cod

ing. As each industry derived a symbol
ogy that worked for it, hundreds of im
plemented symbologies emerged. Stan
dardization of the coding process even
tually limited the number of bar codes in 
use; a new symbology is now rarely in
troduced. 

Among the common symbologies are: 
UPC/EA ,used by the grocery industry 
and most retail applications; CODE 39 
(or 3 of 9) used by healthcare and general 
industries; interleaved 2 of 5 (or I 2/5), 
used for distribution; CODA BAR, used 
by blood banks; and LOGMARS, which 
is used by the military. Of these, only 

CODE 39 can be used to represent alpha
numeric data, and its flexibility has made 
it increasingly popular among newer or
ganizations. A new symbology that car
ries alpha data is called CODE 128, with 
high density that allows for small labels 
containing large amounts of information. 

After selecting a desired symbology, 
the next task in standardization became 
defining the structure of information in 
the bar code. Every manufactured prod
uct must be uniquely identified, especially 
when mixed with products from other 
manufacturers at the retail level. As a re
sult, some industry organizations have 
specified different labels be applied to 
each product-one for manufacturer iden
tification, one for the part number, and 
another for the serial or lot number. 

This is typically done by preceding the 
label information with a letter or number 
that identifies the type of label. An ex
ample is the letter "M" to identify this as 
a manufacturer's number, the letter "I" 
indicating an item label, a "Q" showing 
case quantity, and an "L" telling the lot 
number. Sometimes, these leading letters 
are not shown in the humanly readable 
part of the label so there are program
ming considerations too; these will be dis
cussed later. 

If you are a manufacturer wanting to 
implement bar codes, your industry trade 
organization may be able to tell you what 
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standards are already established. If none 
have been established, an investigation 
of standards established by the distribu
tion channels of your product, all the way 
down to the retail level, may be neces
sary. Ideally, the product code you apply 
to your product or package will be used 
by the entire distribution chain from your 
shipping dock to the retail invoice gener
ated for the end user. 

Components of bar code equipment 
Like most computer products, bar codes 

involve input and output. Relative to the 
computer system, the output device is 
the bar code printer and the input device 
is the bar code reader. 

Purchasing your own bar code printer 
is not always necessary to get started in 
bar coding. Study the application you are 
implementing. If you manufacture prod-

Circle lOon reader service card. 
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ucts that must be labeled, but don't want 
bar codes included in the manufacturing 
process, you will probably find it more 
co t-effective to let a third party print the 
labels. In thi case, all you have to do is 
apply the printed labels. 

If you are a retailer, and your goal is to 
increase speed and accuracy through the 
check-out area, you may need to see how 
many products come from the manufac
turer with labels pre-attached. If a high 
percentage of your volume movers have 
pre-attached bar codes, you may not need 
a bar code printer. Manual entry of prod
uct codes that are not bar coded will 
probably suffice. On the other hand, if a 
low percentage of the items you sell have 
bar codes, you'll need a printer to achieve 
your implementation goal. 

Be realistic in your evaluation-add
ing a bar code printer to your system can 
increase implementation costs far beyond 
the price of the equipment. Considera
tions when chOOSing a printer include the 
number of labels needed, time available 
for label production, methods of label 
application, and the environment the la
bels will be subjected to after they are 
applied. Answering these questions will 
usually define the speed and/ or number 
of printers needed for the application, as 
well as whether the printer will need to 
be built into an automatic applicator, and 
the type of label material needed. 

The bar code reader is an easier deci
sion in most cases, but no less critical. A 
reader is made of two components: the 
scanner and the decoder. The scanner acts 
as the eye of a bar code system, with the 
decoder acting as the brain. A scanner 
looks at the bar code optically, and 
eletronically presents it to the decoder. 
The decoder identifies the symbology 
with autodiscrimination, decodes the in
formation, determines whether the label 
was read forward or backward, translates 
it into ASCII characters, and outputs the 
characters. 

Different scanners exist to satisfy a 
variety of applications and budgets. Popu
lar models include wands (sometimes 
referred to as light pens or pencils), hand
held laser guns, and fixed-mount lasers. 
When choosing a scanner for your appli
cation, consider what types and sizes of 
labels are going to be scanned, where you 
will be when scanning the label (at the 
checkout counter or on a forklift?), and 
the label's relative position vertically and 
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lor horizontally. Answers here help de
fine whether a less expensive wand de
vice can be used, or if a laser is necessary, 
whether it needs to be of the standard-, 
long-, or very long-range model, and 
whether a fixed-mount laser can be used 
to save labor costs. 

Decoders are usually adaptable to dif
ferent scanning devices, but mixing ven
dors calls for some caution. Be certain the 
decoder and scanner can work together 
before making your investment. The de
coder attaches to the computer itself, so 
special attention is required to be sure of 
compatibility here, too. 

How to connect to the computer 
Since our company is a Data General 

VAR, our systems integration experience 
centers on DC computers and terminals. 
Within the Data General family we have 
worked with MS-DOS PCs, including the 
DC/ One, ICOS and RDOS systems, AOS, 
and all AOS/ VS. Interactive Cobol and 
AOS Cobol are the primary languages 
used in our implementation of bar code 
applications. 

As a word of encouragement- we have 
only had to use assembly language on 
one application, and that was a small 
routine to handle some special character
istics of an older model bar code printer 
one of our clients got a "deal" on. Watch 
out for deals in this industry; its technol
ogy is changing so rapidly, used equip
ment may be obsolete. 

Keep in mind that a bar code reader is 
comprised of a scanner and decoder. Be
cause the decoder attaches to the com
puter, it is most important in this discus
sion. The scanner type is not an issue 
when attaching to the computer. Within 
the last few months, laser guns and other 
scanner devices with built-in decoders 
have gained popularity because they 
reduce the amount of equipment needed. 
These products can legitimately be called 
laser-readers, and will proliferate in the 
coming year. 

Readers connect to the computer in a 
variety of ways, depending upon the 
implementation. A few of the popular 
methods include RS-232 serial ports, key
board wedges, serial wedges, radio fre
quency communication, portable intelli
gent terminals, and multiplexors. 

RS-232 serial ports 
With RS-232 serial ports, the reader 
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cables directly to the computer's serial 
port. On an MY system, this would be an 
RS-232 lAC line, LAC line, etc., which 
translates into a ®CON line to the AOS 
/ VS operating system. In most cases, the 
®CON line would not be enabled as a 
console, but would instead be opened by 
the application program as an input/ out
put file. 

An exception would be programmed 
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mand macros, and scan the BYE com
mand to log off. Since the CREATE/I can 
be used to create and input data to a file, 
you could also use an enabled console 
line attached to a reader to collect data 
that requires no verification. In this case, 
you need only write a program that pro
ces es the data file. 

Keyboard wedges 
Keyboard wedges, as implied by their 

name, wedge the reader between the 
keyboard and the monitor. They are gen
erally not available for Data General ter
minals, however. The cable from the ter
minal keyboard plugs into the reader, and 
another cable plugs into the keyboard 
connector on the terminal. The wedges 
offer an easy connection of the reader
they are essentially transparent to the 
application software as well as the oper
ating system, and are popular for this 
reason. 

Along these lines, Data General offers 
its model 5230, a version of the 0/216 
terminal with a built-in decoder, and an 
optional wand or laser gun. The advan
tage to this terminal is that it's very easy 
to connect, it's transparent to software, 
and it eliminates cables and power con
verters that might otherwise be neces
sary. Since the 5230 is a 0/216 in all other 
respects, there are no compatibility 
hassles. 

Veteran Data General users who re
member how many times DG has 
changed keyboard connectors can relate 
to the problems keyboard wedge manu
facturers would have if they tried to keep 
up with them all. While Data General is 
now one of the better vendors about giv
ing careful consideration to changing 
these things, the most popular keyboard 
wedges are compatible with IBM PC key
board connectors. Take note that the key
board Data General uses on some of its 
PC clones is a variation of IBM's round 
PC connector; it has a few more pins that 
prevent it from being used with PC-com
patible keyboard wedge readers. If any
one knows of an adaptor for a Data Gen
eral keyboard on an IBM PC clone, please 
contact me. 

Serial wedges 
Serial wedges are almost as easy to 

connect as keyboard wedges, and most 
serial wedge manufacturers are even 
putting the correct gender of connectors 
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on the devices! The serial wedge fits be
tween the computer and the terminal. A 
connector attaches it to the computer data 
cable, and a cable connects to the termi
nal. The interface is usually RS-232, but 
some manufacturers offer an RS-422 ver
sion as well. 

Connectors vary a great deal. Since 
manufacturers are called upon to supply 
increasingly smaller devices, they have 
become creative in the use of tiny connec
tors. This means that instead of a compat
ible 25 pin 0 connector, you may find a 9 
pin 0, or an 8 or 6 or 4 pin modular 
phone connector. If you are not an experi
enced cable maker, be sure the manufac
turer or vendor supplies cables that work 

Intelligent terminals 
can off-load your host 
computer in some 
applications, but with 
respect to Data 
General systems, 
we have found that 
"dumb is better./I 

(meaning they have been tested) on the 
Data General computer you are using. 

We find that as the number of pins 
decreases from 25, manufacturers make 
certain assumptions about signals pro
vided by the terminal to the computer. In 
a couple of readers we tested, these as
sumptions are invalid with respect to Data 
General machines, and we could not use 
the readers. The best advice here is that if 
you are using a serial wedge, make the 
vendor demonstrate that it works on your 
computer before you commit, even if you 
have to pay for a site visit and cable 
manufacturing. In some instances, even 
cable changes are not the solution to in
terface problems. 

Another consideration with the serial 

wedge is its intelligence level. In the case 
of Data General systems, the "dumber" 
the serial wedge, the better off you will 
be. We have tested some wedge readers 
with special buffering and fancy features 
that depend upon the absence of special 
characters and character sequences sent 
from the computer host. Because of this, 
the first time a control-S came down the 
line embedded in a cursor command se
quence headed for the Data General CRT, 
the reader locked up, thinking it had just 
received an X-OFF flow control character. 
All the fancy buffering in the world could 
not overcome that one fatal character. 

Once the serial wedge is in place and 
working properly, however, it presents a 
transparent situation to the application 
and operating system software, making 
implementation very easy. 

RF communication 
Radio frequency (RF) communication 

gives the scanning device mobility. Con
nection to the computer is achieved by 
attaching a base-station receiver with the 
decoder built into the serial port on the 
computer. The base station receives a sig
nal transmitted from the RF terminal that 
may have just scanned a bar code label. 
The RF terminal connects to the standard 
variety of scanners, as well as its own 
keyboard. 

Conceptually, it is like any other termi
nal, interfacing with the computer in the 
same manner; the major difference is that 
it has a wireless connection. RF terminals 
can be intelligent or dumb-dumb being 
much like a simple CRT. Intelligent ter
minals have a built-in computer that 
stores instructions or programs in its 
memory, and collects data that it uploads 
at predetermined intervals. 

Intelligent terminals can be down
loaded with instructions to a warehouse 
picker about location, quantity, and types 
of products to pick. Dumb terminals can 
perform the same applications, but in
stead of one download with several in
structions, the computer sends one in
struction at a time. Intelligent terminals 
can off-load your host computer in some 
applications, but with respect to Data 
General systems, we have found that 
"dumb is better." 

Most modem base stations are designed 
to work with multiple RF terminals si
multaneously-lower cost base stations 
handle up to eight, while more expensive 
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units go up to 256. When designing your 
system, remember that the decoder from 
the base station is connected to only one 
®CON line on the computer, so the pro
gram that is processing information on 
that line must be aware of which RF ter
minal it is speaking with, and what pro
cedure that device is currently perform
ing. These devices operate on frequencies 
licensed by the FCC, which will grant li
censes for multiple frequencies per site. 
To keep the application simple, you may 
consider multiple base stations, each with 
its own ®CON line being processed by 
an application program dedicated to a 
single function . 

Indirect 
The indirect method through a multi

plexor can take in a wide range of equip
ment. So far, the connections discussed 
each take a serial port from the host com
puter; the fact that they mayor may not 
wedge in line with a CRT does not mat
ter-they still have to be attached to their 
own ®CON lines. If your application calls 
for more than one data collection device, 
and the information each device collects 
can be processed by an application pro
gram that can decipher which device is 
doing what, (or if the data being collected 
can be mixed on a record-by-record ba
sis) you can use concentrators and save 
serial ports. 

An example of this can be seen on a job 
shop floor where the data being collected 
is labor time spent in a manufacturing 
process. Several data collection devices 
could attach to a concentrator connected 
to the computer at just one ®CON line. 
This would work fine with the applica
tion program, because it wouldn' t need 
to know which station collected the data, 
and because the data collected is the same 
kind of data no matter where it came 
from. By same kind of data, I mean that 
each device collects the employee num
ber, work order number, operation per
formed, and the number of pieces through 
the operation. To the application program, 
it appears the data is being keyed by one 
person at one CRT when, in fact, you 
might have 50 stations reporting data. 

Portables 
Portable intelligent terminals can be 

connected in almost all of the above ways. 
The main use of these terminals is to col
lect data without being tied down by a 

Focus 

AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION 

wire. The intelligence of the terminal al
lows a program in its own computer to 
process data collected and perform speci
fied verification procedures. 

An example would be the collection of 
inventory data for a cycle count. Using a 
portable reader, the list of product codes 
can simply be downloaded, rather than 
going through the cumbersome process 
of printing out a report that then becomes 
the entry document for another program. 
As the operator scans a product code la
bel, the program in the portable terminal 
checks its memory to make sure that it is 
indeed one of the products to be counted. 
It can also show the next product to count. 
If the book quantity can be downloaded 
with the product code, the program can 
do a quick range check on the quantity 
counted, comparing it with the book 
quantity and notifying the operator to 
check the count if it is off by a predeter
mined margin. 

This extra verification can catch errors 
in the unit of measure; for example, we 
counted 100 bolts in a box and input that 
count to the portable unit. The unit found 
that we are to have a quantity of only one 
box on hand, and sent a message to the 
operator to check the count again. If we 
had downloaded the unit of measure, the 
program in the portable could display 
that as well. This saves time in the recon
ciliation of errors. 

In this scenario, the operator is scan
ning the product code and keying a count 
quantity into the keypad present on most 
portable readers. When all products have 
been counted, the operator places the 
portable reader into a communication 
dock that is connected as a serial wedge 
to a ®CON line. The cycle count process
ing program sends control characters to 
the portable reader instructing it to upload 
its data. There is no need for keying by a 
CRT operator. The information ends up 
in the computer with as much automa
tion as possible, saving time and reduc
ing errors. 

In next month's article I will discuss 
equipment costs and the role of the sys
tem integrator. l! 

Mike Leathers is president of Snowbird Sys
tems, a DC VAR specializing in system inte
gration for inventory control. He may be 
reached at 12015 Park 35 Circle, Suite 117, 
Austin, TX 78753; 512/835-0143. 
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SYNOPSIS I 
S hared memory pages 

effectively bypass a data 
roadblock set up in AOS/VS. 

Data bust 

• 

• 7 
• 

After I reviewed the text of a previous 
article, I noticed another button on my 
wall. The button says" 0 , I have not lost 
my mind, it is backed up on tape some
where." This led to a train of thought 
(presumably mine) that ended with the 
idea of what to write for this month's 
column. 

Under normal circumstances, the pages 
of memory that a program uses are pro
tected from the ravages of other programs. 
(This is, after all, one of the tenets of multi
user systems.) The security of your data 
is protected by the hardware of your MV, 
under control of AOS/VS. 

Memory is divided into pages, and a 
collection of these pages is known as a 
"working set." If a specific page is not 
part of a working set, and AOS / VS' s page 
table indicates that the page belongs to 

someone else, the hardware will refuse to 
let a program access (read or write) the 
data. 

However, sometimes the need arises to 
be able to access data that is in another 
process' working set. (I have written in 
the past about ways to send data from 
one process to another, but these meth
ods-IPCs and pipes-might be too slow 
for the volume of data or frequency with 
which two or more processes need to 
share information.) 

The way to get around the roadblock 
built in to AOS/VS is to use a feature 
known as "shared memory pages." Us
ing this feature requires understanding 
of the system calls ?GSHPT, ?SSHPT, 
?SOPEN, ?SCLOSE, ?FLUSH, ?SPAGE, 
and ?RPAGE. Other methods of shared 
memory use may also involve the ?OPEN, 
?PMTPF, ?SOPPF, ?ESFF, ?VALAD, and 
?VALIDATE system calls. 

Knowing about shared pages ?GSHPT 
The ?GSHPT (get shared partition size) 

system call is simple to understand and 
to use. This system call finds two impor
tant pieces of information regarding the 
process' shared partition. There are no 
inputs to this call, and the two returned 
values are: in ACO, the page number of 
the first shared page, and in ACl, the 
total number of shared pages. Both of 
these values are specific to the calling 
process, and to the ring within which the 
call is made. The number of the first page 
is used in some of the calls that will be 
examined shortly. The number of pages 
available is used to determine if more 
pages need to be allocated. 

Getting shared memory space ?SSHPT 
If the number of shared pages avail

able is not enough to satisfy the program, 
then the ?SSHPT (set the shared partition 
size) system call is used . There are no 
output parameters to the system call, and 
the two input parameters are very simi
lar to the information returned by 
?GSHPT. The key to using this call is to 
use the page number that is returned by 
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?GSHPT. If you want to change the size 
of the shared memory partition, then the 
number of pages should be different from 
that obtained with ?GSHPT. (Using the 
same value is a valueless exercise in 
making a call to the operating system.) 

Shared memory going twice ... 
Setting the shared memory partition 

size with ?SSHPT is one of the three ways 
of obtaining shared memory space. As 
explained above, using ?SSHPT, ?SOPE , 
and ?SPAGE is one method. (More on the 
last two calls later.) The second method is 
to read the appropriate manual on the 
macroassembler (MASM), specifically 
about the .PART and .NREL pseudo-ops. 
The. REL directive is used to tell MASM 
to place everything that follows it into a 
normal (predefined) relocatable partition, 
as specified by the argument to the .NREL 
pseudo-op. The argument specifies 
whether this area is to be a shared data 
(. REL 5) or a shared data partition 
(. REL 1 or. REL 7). The .PART pseudo
op is used when you want to define your 
own partitions in NREL memory. (To learn 
more, refer to the LINK and MASM refer
ence manuals.) Using the MASM pseudo
ops is a way to implicitly define the shared 
area. 

Shared memory going three times ... 
The third way to use shared memory 

pages is to use a special form of the 
?OPE system call to open a file for 
shared access. 

Shared memory files 
As with IPCs, you can start using shared 

memory by opening a file. Instead of us
ing the normal ?OPE system call, use 
the ?SOPE call. The ?SOPE call differs 
Significantly from the normal ?OPEN call, 
in that it doesn't use a packet. The infor
mation used by the call is: in ACO, a byte 
pointer to the pathname of the file you 
want to open; in ACl, either the channel 
number on which you want to open the 
file, or -1 if you want AOS/VS to assign 
the channel number; and in AC2, a zero if 
you want to open the file read-only, or 
any non-zero value if you want read 
/ write access to the file. 

When complete, this call returns the 
file's channel number in AC1. On files 
tha t will be used for shared memory, the 
element size of the file must be four, or an 
integral multiple thereof. 

Focus 

Paging Dr. Shared Memory 
After opening a shared memory file, 

you may read from the file with the 
?SPAGE system call. The ?SPAGE call 
requires the channel number of the file in 
AC1, and the address of a packet in AC2 
(ACO is reserved, and set to zero before 
making the call). The ?SPAGE packet flag 
byte allows the option of having read
only access to the data. The packet also 

requires that you specify the number of 
disk blocks (4 or a multiple of 4), the 
starting disk block address, and the base 
address at which to read in the page(s) 
from the disk file. (You might notice that 
the packet looks very similar to the ?RDB 
/?WRB system call packet. In fact, it is 
identical.) 

If reading the disk file beyond the cur
rent size results in an end-of-file (EOF), 
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then AOS/VS allocates more blocks to 
the file, fills the blocks with zeros, add 
them to the file, and then reads the zeros 
into the shared memory area defined in 
the system call packet. Of cour e, if there 
was data in the disk file, it would have 
been read into the defined shared mem
ory space, assuming that there were no 
errors with the call. If another process 
opens the same file, and reads the same 

disk pages into its shared memory ad
dress space, then the data (or code) is 
shared. 

Don't forget to ?FLUSH, it's a long way 
to the disk 

After modifying data, you might want 
the disk file to reflect the changes. This is 
done by using the ?FLUSH system call. 
To use it, simply specify any address 

Circle 32 on reader service card. 
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within the shared memory page that you 
want AOS/VS to write to the disk. 

If you are not sure which pages were 
modified, AOS/VS has another feature 
that flushes all changed pages to the disk. 
This system call is ?ESFF (emergency 
shared file flush). When a process makes 
this system call, AOS/VS goes through 
the list of shared memory pages used by 
the file whose channel number was sup
plied as the argument to the call, and 
flushes them to the disk file. (Having done 
the ?ESFF call, it is probably best to also 
issue the ?UPDATE system call with the 
same channel number, to force AOS/VS 
to update the file descriptor for the file. 
This helps to ensure that the file system 
properly reflects the size of the file, etc.) 

Releasing shared memory pages, and 
flushing a second time 

When you finish using a shared mem
ory page, you can notify AOS/VS that 
you want to remove a page from the 
address space. (The page is not necessar
ily removed from memory, as another 
process might be sharing it.) To release a 
page, use the ?RPAGE system call, and 
specify any address within the page. The 
most significant bit of the specified ad
dress is a flag to AOS/VS that indicates 
whether to flush (bit 0 set) the data to the 
disk before releasing the page, or to just 
release the page (bit 0 cleared). 

Closing up (for now) 
Shared page files are closed with the 

?SCLOSE system call, instead of the nor
mal ?CLOSE. This call takes as an argu
ment (AC1) the channel number of the 
shared memory file to be closed . Bit 0 
should be set to tell AOS/ VS to release 
the shared pages from the address space. 
(If any pages of the file are still in the 
address space, AOS/ VS will complain 
with an error code.) 

This completes our introductory tour 
of shared memory pages. We thank you 
for flying Focus Airlines, and hope that 
you will join us next month for our tour 
of the other features. t:. 

Michael Dupras is senior consultant for the 
Software Products and Services Division of 
DG Canada. He may be reached at Data Gen
eral, 1827 Woodward Dr., Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada K2C OP9. 
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Help! No more documentation 

SYNOPSIS I 
The computing environment oj 

the future is self-supporting and 
has no needJor books. 

Focus 

by Michael E. Marotta 
Special to Focus 

The user manual is dead. 
Do you consider the fuel gauge of your car to be documentation for the gas tank? You 

could, if you wanted to take a different view. Within three to five years, calling context
sensitive online help "documentation" will also be taking a different view. Eventually, 
all good information processing systems will provide self-referential information. 

In the early days of software compilers, messages like ABEND (ABnormal END of 
program-it blew up because of a bug) were a primitive expression of this goal. Of 
course, you still relied on the user manuals, but the direction was clear; the compiler 
itself told you what you were doing wrong. In recent years, dBase's ASSIST mode 
helped move us away from user manuals. Hypertext support is another step toward 
integrated environments that provide self-referential information. Of course, today 
dBase, etc., still come with manuals. The fact remains that the trend away from docu
mentation is well-defined. 

Computing has advanced by allowing people to access and manipulate more and 
more information. Taking time away from the keyboard to read a user manual subtracts 
from the power of the computer. An ideal computing environment is self-supporting 
and has no need for books. 

R.fF. 

Paradigms 
In William Gibson's cyberpunk novel 

"Neuromancer," the hero asks an artifi
cial intelligence program if it can read his 
mind. The AI responds, "Minds aren't 
read. See, you've still got the paradigms 
print gave you ... " Commands like 
READ, WRITE, and PRINT were incor
porated into "high level" languages like 
Cobol, Fortran, and Basic. Even today, a 
large set of memory locations (64,OOO of 
them) is called a "page." These are book
age metaphors. The computer program
mer who uses READ and WRITE state
ments has one foot in the pre-computer 
age. 

The English word "print" comes from 
the Latin word "premere" which means 
"to press." The old Romans pressed their 
styli into wax tablets. Of course, wax tab
lets weren't the only ancient medium. If 
he were here today, Julius Caesar would 
appreciate CTRL-S for "no scroll." 

Computing will advance out of the Era 
of Print when you never need to open a 
book. Already shareware programs from 
PC-SIG have this instruction printed on 
the diskette label: 

TYPE GO. 

This activates the GO.BAT program that 
tells you what to do with the diskette. If 
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this is too arcane, the user needs a course 
in informatic literacy. 

Today's educators may bemoan the fact 
that young people do not read. Yet pro
ducts like intendo offer something that 
cannot be had in the pages of "Silas 
Marner." Even science fiction from 30 
years ago reflects the attitude that read
ing was a leisure activity meant to be 
savored . This is one reason that com
puter user manuals have a historical repu
tation for turgid prose. It was assumed 
that the reader had time to study the 
manual. But we live in a world of just ill 
time production methods. Today's user is 
not a programmer annotating greenbar 
printout while waiting for a turn in the 
job queue. Today's user is a business 
professional, an engineer, a teacher, an 
artist, etc., who needs an answer now. 

Multi-media programming 
Both television and computing are 

driven by programs. Advances in com
pact disk technology and interactive 
video point to the day when a user can 
call up a recording that shows by ex
ample what needs to be done. The tire
less tutor will repeat again and again, 
using different phrasing, what the user 
does not know. 

When you talk to someone, you rely 
on gestures and facial expressions. Type 
styles are the printed equivalent of ges
tures. Even the best hard copy output 
device allows a limited choice of type 
fonts. In fact, using many type faces for 
different kinds of emphasis is self
defeating: the page becomes cluttered, a 
typographic nightmare. On the other 
hand, there is no substitute for an attrac
tive but no-nonsense female who looks 
the user in the eye, raises her right hand 
with the index finger pointed up, waggles 
the finger slightly and says, "File not 
found. The program you have requested 
is not on the system." 

Consider that the Apple Macinto h 
allows the user to choose a set of sound 
effects like boing or a monkey laugh. 
Prompts like these can be annoying when 
multiplied by a roomful of users. Even 
so, it points to the fact that ound can be 
exploited to give information to the user. 

Writer's market 
Someone will have to create all of this 

online context-sensitive interactive CD 
user support. Within three to five years, 
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mere wordsmithing will not be enough. 
Knowledge of "paintbrush" oftware will 
be the default value and videography will 
be the preferred tool for those who de
sign help documentatiqn. America's lead 
in computer technology is unsurpassed. 
Some people in other countries are surely 
doing interesting and important things, 
but overall, English is the lingua franca of 
computing. 

The designer of help documentation 
will have to face the fact that not every 
English speaking person knows what a 
"bobby pin" is. In England, the little wire 
hair clip is called a "gripper." When a PC 
of the future is frozen and will not eject 
the diskette, the CD-ROM cannot tell the 
user to stick a bent bobby pin in the little 
hole. It must show a picture of what needs 
to be done. 

Even so, spoken instructions are de
signed as written words. The language of 
instruction will have to improve or else 
we will be confronted with a stern-faced, 
uniformed helper who says, "The MAl -
TAIN CO TROL FILE option allows the 
user to establish and maintain the opera
tion master controls for each specific 
operation in a multi-operation chain." 
(This is a direct quote from a user manual 
offered by one software developer.) Cre
ating online help requires that you have 
the u er's viewpoint. 

Documentation as specification 
Today, the user's manual is the design 

specification. Structured programming is 
predicated on the assumption that you 
start with the output and trace the proce
dures back to the input. Creating the user 
manual before the coding begins is the 
right way to schedule a project. We al
ready have a wide range of demo mak
ers. Rather than rely on a sheaf of papers, 
the best way to design a system is to start 
with a demo. Online, context-sensitive 
help should be included in the initial 
design. Systems analysts who work with 
vendor in the development phase must 
in ist on superior Help in addition to 
accurate data retrieval, calculation, and 
reporting. It is natural to expect that we 
will need Help a part of this process. 6. 

Michael E. Marotta is a technical writer with 
a decade of experiellce all Data Gel1eral and 
other equipmel1t. He works il1l1lal1ufacturing 
alld busil1ess ellvirollmellts. 
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- Data General Hardware 
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Depot Repair Available 
Computer Engineering International, Inc. 

2231 Star Ct. 
P.O. Box 81755 
Rochester MI 48308 
FAX: 313-853-0770 
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SAM2010 
ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY SYSTEM 

INTELLIGENT I POWERFUL I SENSITIVE 

MONITORS computer room environment and PROTECTS your computers 
(DEC·VAX, microVAX, PDPIII , DG·MV Series, IBM 370, 4300 and others) from 
environmental hazards. ABLE to monitor multiple stations, alert users, 
telephone key people and conduct orderly system software and power shut· 
downs if nobody responds to alarms. 

o _f 
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PROTECTS Your Computer, Programs, and Data Against: 
• Air·Conditioning Failure • Excess Temperature, Humidity 
• Smoke I Fire I Water I Assault • A.C. Power Irregularities 

BETTER THAN AN INSURANCE POLICY, 
SAM·2010 AVERTS DISASTER BEFORE COSTLY DAMAGE OCCURS 

Only the SAM2010 system does all the above, AUTOMATICAllY when measured 
values exceed pre· set limits. 24 hours a day. No coffee breaks. No vacat ions. 

THE COST - LE$$ THAN YOU THINK 
TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE SAM2010 SYSTEM, WRITE OR CAll -

Distributed by: 

V ANTAGE SOFTWARE, IN . 
555 W. 57th Street, 11th Floor, New York , NY 10019 

(212) 956·2240 
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Highly Available 

Want to turn your current ECLIPSE" installa
tion into a more highly available one? You already 
have most of the components. Just connect your 
systems, disks, and tapes to our Message-Based 
Reliable Channel (MRC) and give your users 
the added confidence that their applications will 
be up and running when needed. 

The MRC provides on-line diagnostics, 
repair-under power, and component redundancy 
for greater database and applications availability. 

It also provides flexibility in sharing peripherals 
and in accommodating growth. 

Turn your very good installation into an even 
better one. Enhance its availability. For more 
information, call your sales representative or 
1-800-DATAGEN. 

_. Data General 
3400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580 
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Normal quirks 

SYNOPSIS I 
Advice dujour on the unobtrusive 

CU32, the AOS/VS II 
decision, and more. 
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:CLI32 
I mentioned last month that I was in 

the process of test driving the new CLI32 
product and would have some scoop on 
it at a later date. Well, the scoop is pretty 
boring. 

So far, CLI32 has been very unobtru
sive. Aside from a few of the normal 
quirks one would expect in a complex 
product, there haven't been too many 
surprises. The biggest plus is CLI32's 

immunity to stack overflow when scan
ning huge directory subtrees and its mar
velous ability to do date/time arithmetic. 
There have been a few disappointments 
in that some things like variables, if/then 
/else, labels, and go-to's weren't added, 
but I can appreciate the wisdom of keep
ing CLI32 as compatible with CLI as pos
sible. 

From a resource consumption/per
formance point of view, CLI32 is consid
erably larger than CLI (a 500+ page WSS 
is not uncommon), and certainly no faster. 
In fact, some complex macros seem to 
consume substantially more CPU than 
they did with CLI. I don't see much hope 
for a substantial reduction in memory 
consumption, but I have high hopes for 
some significant CPU reduction. 

:VS_II 
We're still running the loaner copy of 

AOS/VS II 1.20 on one of our MY /4000s 
with a 1 MB disk data cache. The general 
consensus of everyone who use it is that 
it is still noticeably more sluggish than 
the other MY /4s running AOS/VS 7.65, 
even with the disk data cache scoring a 
consistent 35 percent overall success per
centage. However, 1.20 is noticeably 
swifter than the 1.10 rev we used previ
ously. Several DC people are fond of hint
ing that the new adjacent element I/O 
capability of AOS/VS II can actually 
speed up disk throughput compared to 
AOS/VS, especially when doing things 
like DUMP_II. 

As it happens, we had a unique oppor
tunity to test this contention a few weeks 
back when a disk started to get flaky on 
one of our AOS/VS systems. We decided 
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to move the disk's contents over to a 
fre hly DJ'ed spare disk on the AOS/VS 
II ystem. I timed the DUMP II (using an 
8mm tape with /BUFF=32768) on AOS 
/ VS, and then timed the same command 
on AOS/VS II several days later when 
we moved the disk's contents back to the 
freshly repaired disk on the AOS /VS sys
tem. 

AOS/ VS II took 25 percent longer to 
DUMP_II the disk, even though it was 
presumably less fragmented than the 
AOS/VS DUMP_II that we compared it 
to. I attribute a significant part of the dif
ference to the increased system CPU con
sumption on AOS/VS II due to NFS. Even 
worse, the LOAD_II took 40 percent 
longer on AOS/VS II than it did on AOS 
/ VS several days later, but this may be 
because the AOS/VS system has my 
famous RUNLC1 patch installed to speed 
up LOAD<,_II>s and MOVEs. 

A curious situation has been reported 
to me by several grapeviners; it seems 
that various DC offices around the coun
try are strongly pushing AOS/VS II up
grades on existing users. This seems a bit 
puzzling to me. What could the motive 
possibly be? It can't be revenue; the up
grade fees are not going to make much of 
a dent in the next quarter's fiscal results. 
If having to maintain both AOS/ VS and 
AOS/VS II is causing DC pain, a quick 
cure is painfully obvious: free upgrades 
to AOS/ VS II and a two year wake for 
AOS/VS. 

People keep calling me and asking 
whether I think they should ante up and 
upgrade to AOS/VS II. For the rest of 
you who haven' t called, here's my stan
dard advice du jour. If you're happy with 
AOS/VS and feel no need for any of the 
new hardware and software that only 
works with AOS/VS II, then stick with 
AOS/VS for as long as it makes sense, 
perhaps forever. On the other hand, if an 
MRC is in your future plans, I'd get the 
upgrade out of the way as soon as pos
sible. 

Our plan is to stick with AOS/ VS for 
the foreseeable future on the mainly batch 
production systems, and probably add a 
little MY / 1400 to the network to handle 
AOS/ VS II product checkout. So far, 
AOS/VS and AOS/VS II connected to
gether via XTS / XODlAC have caused 
zero problems in terms of compatibility 
or macro differences. We've run across a 
few minor differences, but they were ei-

Focus 

ther sloppy programming on our part 
(AOS/ VS II checks default and reserved 
packet locations a little more closely), or 
were things we would have had to change 
anyway if we upgraded to AOS/ VS II. 

:AOS_ VS_7.67 
Speaking of the RUNLC1 patch which 

I mentioned above, some of you will be 
receiving AOS/ VS 7.67 in the next month 

or two. The good news is that the 
RUNLC1 patch is no longer necessary. As 
I indicated in my December column, Larry 
McCo kery and hi gang have made the 
patch obsolete by changing the source 
code. Now the rest of you who have an 
understandable fear of using Unofficial 
Patches can see what the more reckless 
few hundred of us have been seeing for 
the last couple of years since I first pub-

FROM THE COMPANY 
THAT WROTE THE BOOK 
ON MANUFACTURING 
SOFTWARE 

Designed by manufacturing people 
and written in manufacturing words-the 
JAI Software library is in a class by itself. 

Built on a modular basis, the library allows 
you to mix and match as you choose to get a 
fully integrated system that's just right for 
you. And for people who want to customize, 
there's plenty of room for that too. 

You can expect immediate results like 
improved customer delivery, lower invest
ment, greater visability of operations, and 
improved financial controls. All conveniently 
provided by a company with over 18 years 
of hands-on experience. 

To learn more about our vast selection of 
library programs, give us a call today. 

fA!: Our Experience Speaks VoLumes 

rAi 
JACOBSEN u ASSOCIATES. INC. 

10229 Lower Azusa Road, Temple City, California 91780 
(818) 575-7504 • (213) 283-5347 

Circle 43 on reader service card . 
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lished the patch. 
I may get a chance to check out some of 

the other long awaited features if a pend
ing beta site deal goes through. The one 
I'm dying to try is the new selective 
SYSLOG capability. 

:THE_ YEAR_IN_REVIEW 
For some reason, a significant number 

of questions seemed to recur more often 
this past year than they did during previ
ous years. In some cases the question has 
been the subject of a previous column 
somewhere along the line. Maybe I could 
take a year off and have the editors just 
reprint some of myoid columns . .. just 
wishful thinking. 

Anyway, I'm going to summarize the 
most frequent topics and if you need in
depth info you can consult the previous 
columns. Machine readable copies and 
an index are available on the :SYSMGR 
BBS. 

:TYIR:CHARACTERISTICS 
The most heavily recurring themes 

regarding console characteristics are the 
appallingly misleading descriptions pro
vided by the HELP "CHAR command, 
blanket use of the IIFC and IOFC char
acteristics when they are generally un
necessary, and the nearly universal con
fusion regarding the I AUTOBAUD, 
IMDUA, IMOD, and IMRl characteris
tics coupled with how dial-in modems 
need to be configured to work properly. 

Along this line, configuring statistical 
multiplexor flow control to work prop
erly with AOS/VS II tops the list in terms 
of the frequency of phone calls. Just to
day I was talking to a user who casually 
mentioned that they had just finished 
swapping out their statistical multiplex
ors for the third time, and gee whiz, it 
still hangs ports two or three times a day. 
What a surprise. 

:TYIR:MIPS 
I hope I don't embarrass the user who 

sent me a fax yesterday with this ques
tion, but it's worth recounting. The user 
was interested in obtaining a MIPS scal-

ing factor that would enable him to esti
mate the speed at which some Cobol 
applications that are currently running 
on an IBM system would run if they were 
moved to an MY. Paraphrasing heavily, 
my answer was 1.00, plus or minus 2.00. 
My recommendation was to pick a typi
cal chunk of code, convert it to run on the 
MV, and then measure it on both sys
tems. I figure that this test would effec
tively reduce the uncertainty in the MIPS 
factor to plus or minus 1.00 instead of 
plus or minus 2.00. Still not very helpful, 
I'm afraid, but such is the nature of com
paring complex software systems using 
only the cycle time of the underlying 
processor. Does anybody else have a bet
ter answer to this problem? 

:TYIR:8MM 
I seem to have become the focus of a lot 

of questions about the new 8 mm video 
tape cassette backup units, probably be
cause I was one of the first to install one 
last January when we took on a client 
who was developing a controller for the 

THE UlTlllTE IIJECTIVE: 
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TEllllll SEIVICE, 
One dollar per month, per terminal, guarantees 
a flat rate repair of $99.00 or $149.00. If found 
to be defective, replacement of the tube is also 
covered. Essex also guarantees that your terminal 
will be repaired and returned within 48 hours of 
receipt at our Roselle, NJ facility. 
Satisfied customers nationwide have concluded 

that the Essex $1.00 per month service contract 
is the most economical means of maintaining their 
Data General Corporation terminals. Call us today, 
for more about how the Essex Priority Response 
Terminal Agreement, can significantly stretch your 
hard earned dollar. 
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unit and needed some AOS /VS expertise 
to get it integrated with AOS/ VS II. 

Most of the questions were related to 
the di appointment a lot of users experi
enced when they installed the units and 
found that their backups were not sub
stantially quicker than using traditional 
nine-track tape units (not counting the 
volume change time) . Most of the callers 
were on MV / 8000 class machines, or 
smaller, and did not have large numbers 
of large files, and therein lies the answer. 

The real problem has to do with the 
resource consumption of the DUMP pro
grams involved and the operating sys
tem CPU overhead required to open, read, 
and close the thousands of small files and 
directories taking part in the backup. On 
our MV / 4 running AOS/ VS 7.65, 
DUMP_II and the system regularly con
sume over 85 percent of the CPU and 
can' t keep the cartridge tape going at 
anything better than about 80 KB/sec. 
We weren' t surprised when we found that 
the cartridge was no faster than our old 
6026 tape units (we have two on each MY 

so volume change time was not an issue). 
We had never seen the 6026 drives go full 
speed for more than a few seconds at a 
time, so we didn' t expect much. The only 
time we saw full speed was when 
DUMP_II hit a large data base file, and 
the biggest ones we have are relatively 
small (about 30 MB). The bulk of our files 
are in the sub megabyte size range, and 
the time required to open/close them is 
about the same as the time required to 
read the data from disk and write it to the 
tape. 

So, does this mean that installing the 8 
mm unit was a mistake? Hardly. In terms 
of convenience, physical storage space, 
and media cost it was a definite winner. 
And the reliability seems to be just as 
good, if not better than the nine-track 
stuff it supplements. 

:TYIR:CONSOLIDATION 
Quite a few system managers were 

inducted into the Horror Story Hall of 
Fame this year as a result of consolida
tions. A consolidation is when you take 

the load on two separate MV systems 
and combine them onto a single system 
that's supposedly twice as fast and has as 
many disks as the original two systems. 
The usual driving force behind consoli
dation has to do with reducing physical 
space requirements and / or saving on 
maintenance contract costs. 

The problem with consolidation is that 
it only works if a) both of the original 
systems were not operating at anywhere 
near capacity, and b) the resulting total 
PID count was not close to the current 
Guinness record for MY series systems 
(currently about 500 PIDs). Out of six 
consolidations I had contact with this year, 
one was a success and the rest produced 
abysmal response times. Ignoring the 
specifics of each case and just looking at 
the raw scor~s, it's clear that consolida
tions need more attention and safety 
margins than they've gotten in the past. 
A seventh consolidation is in the works 
as I write this, and I' ll report the results as 
soon as I get them. 

In the meantime, try thinking of con-

CIST EFFECTIVIESS 

$99.00 per repair for type: 
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1900 Market St., Philadelphia, PA 19103 
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solidations this way: is upgrading to a 
situation where half as many operating 
systems are performing work on your 
behalf and twice as many users are com
peting for the same global server and 
operating system resources really an 
upgrade or a downgrade? 

are a perennial favorite when it comes to 
phone calls. Based on what I hear, it's a 
wonder that anybody gets anything 
printed the way that they expect it. Some 
of the calls were caused by the changes 
between the old and new XLPTs, but most 
of the calls were related to simple con
figuration screw ups. The discouraging 
part is that few of the calls were related to 
the same problem. Printer configuration, 

:TYIR:XLPT 

40 

XLPT and third party printer setups 

WllH 
DATA GENERAL'S 
MV/4000 
WHENVOU'RE 
OUT OF MEMORY, 
YOU'RE OUT OF 
LUCK. 

\ 5 c5 UNTIL NOW. 
r,;;;:-. ~ Now you can run today's 
/. .' most complex 

~ 
applications on your 

r MV /4000 -- including 
AOS/VS II, Oracle 

. RDBMS, and CEO 
rev.3 -- without 

getting bogged down 
by the 8MB memory 

limitation. Dataram's 
DR-4000U memory 

expansion kit lets 
you expand to 16MB. 

You'll find the DR-
4000U reasonably priced compared to the MV /7800, MV / 

15000, and MV /18000. Our three-board set lists for 
$12,500. And if you trade in your DG boards, we'll knock 

that price down by $1,000. 

The DR-4000U is quality built and tested. And to insure 
your investment, we back the DR-4000U with a LIFETIME 

WARRANTI and the EXPRESS SPARES PROGRAM. 

Don't run out of luck with your MV /4000. Call Dataram 
today for the memory power you need. 

1,m" rfZi~~ I 
P.O. Box 7528, Princeton, NJ 08543-7528 

For today's best memory values. call toll-free. 

1-800-822-0071 
(In NJ, call 1-609-799-0071) 

MV/4000. MV/7800. MV/l5000. MV/l8000. AOS/VS II. and CEO are rel!lstered trademarks 
of Data General Corporation. Ora Ie Is a regl tered trademark of the "Oracle CorporaLion. 

Circle 29 on reader service card . 

especially lasers, just seems to be a mine
field of potential problems and requires 
both an in-depth knowledge of XLPT and 
the operating system, and a thorough 
familiarity with the printer's belfavior and 
options. I get the impression that a con
sultant could make a decent living just 
doing printer setups. 

:TYIR:C++ 
For some reason, a lot of people called 

to cry on my shoulder about the lack of 
Object Oriented Programming (OOP) on 
DC systems. I can't think of why they 
thought I would be a kindred spirit, ex
cept that I've recently converted all my 
high level language stuff to C from RAT
FOR. I put OOP in the same category as 
LISP, APL, ADA, Small talk, Esperanto, 
and all the other niche languages that 
have attracted a rabid, but tiny group of 
followers. In fact, I was sorely tempted 
this month to heavily plagiarize an excel
lent piece in Dr. Dobb's Jour;lal (Dec '89, 
Vol 14, No. 12). The piece is by a talented 
writer named Scott Guthery and is titled 
"Are The Emperor's New Clothes Object 
Oriented?" I recommend it highly. I think 
it's available on-line as part of Compu
serve (try GO DO]). 

:TYIR:FRAG 
The subject of disk fragmentation was 

a hot topic this year in this magazine, the 
"other magazine," and on the ADCUG 
BBS. There seem to be many advocates 
on both sides of the issue, and a serious 
dearth of broad spectrum quantitative 
results. In response to the rampant emo
tionalism on this issue, I've adopted the 
following attitude: Try it. If it works, or 
even if you just think it works, then do it. 
If not, then don't do it. 

:TYIR 
Keep the cards, letters, faxes, and phone 

calls cOming. Without them I wouldn't 
have anything to write about. !!. 

BJ is the President of B.J. Inc., a San Fran
cisco based consultancy specializing in sys
tem auditing, system management, and per
formance analysis. :SYSMGR is a division of 
B.J. Inc. BJ can be reached at 109 Minna St ., 
Suite 215, San Francisco, CA 94105, 415/ 
550-1444. The :SYSMGR bulletin board 
number is 415/391-6531 (300/1200/2400 with 
optional MNP class 4, CHAR/605X/CHAR
LEN=8/PARlTY=NONE/AUTOBAUD) or 
415/550-1454 (voice). 
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When you 're in the market for Data General equipment, call Data Investors to supply the 
equipment to meet your demands. As an international supplier of pre-owned equipment, 
we make it our policy to stock every possible model. We are constantly adding to our 
stock. Every machine is tested prior to shipment, and each one is guaranteed 
to be eligible for Data General maintenance. When you 're 
looking to buy or sell DG equipment, call the people who 
understand supply and demand. Call Data Investors. 

MEMORIES 
8890-0 16MB MVl20000/15000 ................. $12,000 
8990-C 8MB MV/20000/15000 ..... .................. 5,800 
8871 8MB MVl4000/1 0000 ............................. 5,300 
8902 10MB MV17800 ...................................... 4,400 
8870 4MB MVl4000/1 0000 ............................. 2,700 
8765 2MB MVl4000/1 0000 ................................ 850 
8708 2MB MVl8000/6000 .................................. 700 
8754 512KB S/140 .. ........................................... 550 
8687 256KB S/140 ............................................. 300 
8387 256KB NOVAl4 .......................................... 300 
8656 256KB ECLIPSE ........................................ 295 
DESKTOP MOD 20 512KB .................................. 350 
DESKTOP MOD 10 512KB .................................. 450 

TERMINALS AND PRINTERS 
D-216, D412, D462 ......................................... CALL 
0-214, 0-215, 0-411 , 0-461 , D-470C ............ CALL 
0-210, 0-211 . 0-410, 0-460, USED ............... CALL 
4364600 BAND D.C. SIS .............................. $2,800 
4327300 BAND D.C. SIS ................................ 1.900 
4373-A 890 LPM SIS ...................................... 3,500 
6215180 CPS SERIAL .................................... 1 ,200 
4434 100CPS ..................................................... 600 
6190180 CPS LP-2 ........................................... 495 
6193 TP-2 BROWN ............................................ 650 
6262 DESKTOP COLOR CRT SIS ....................... 800 
4221 DESKTOP PRINT CONTROLLER ............... 400 
005-8096 D.C. PRINT CONTROLLER ................. 650 
OKIDATA PRINTERS NEW ............................... CALL 

DISK DRIVES & MAG TAPES 
6239 592MB ARGUS SIS .... : ......................... $9.500 
6236 354MB ARGUS SIS ................................ 5,500 
6161147MB WINCHESTER SIS ..................... 1.900 
6160 73MB WINCHESTER SIS ....................... 1,150 
6234 50MB WINCHESTER SIS .......................... 950 
6122 277MB DISK SIS .................................... 1.000 

6061 192MB DISK SIS ....................................... 900 
6363 160MB ADD-ON MVl2000 ........ .............. 2,800 
6329120MB ADD-ON MV/2000 ...................... 1,500 
6227 -0 15MB SIS W/FLOPPY ......................... 1 ,050 
6100 25MB WINCHESTER W/l .28 .................. 1 ,000 
63001600/6256 MAG TAPE SIS ................... 10,500 
6026 DUAL MAG TAPE SIS BROWN ............... 1.400 
6123 MICRO STREAMER BROWN .................. 1,900 
6270 DESKTOP CARTRIDGE TAPE .................... 850 
6125 STREAMER MAG TAPE SIS ...................... 700 

COMMUNICATIONS 
4360 IAC-16 RS232 ...................................... $2,375 
4360-A IAC-16 RS422 .................................... 1,700 
4367 IAC-8 RS232 .......................................... 1 .350 
4367 -A IAC2-8 RS422 .................................... 1.400 
4380 ISC-2 ......................................................... 500 
4560 LAC-12 ................................................... 1,200 
4531 SYNC-2 MVl2000 ...................................... 600 
4342 ATI-16 ....................................................... 295 
4543-B MCP-l ................................................ 1,900 
4340 AMI-8 ........................................................ 195 
4463ZT USAM-4 DESKTOP ................................ 450 

SYSTEMS & PROCESSORS 
8954-A MV/15000 MOD-l0 8MB 

& EXP CHASSIS ....................................... $44,000 
8780 MVll 0000 ............................................... CALL 
8888 MV17800XP 4MB ................................. 13.500 
8790 MVl8000 MOD-28MB ............................ 7,200 
8936 MV/2000 5MB 

120MB DISK TAPE LAC 12 ........................... 4,900 
8760 MVl4000 2MB ........................................ 1.900 
8770 S/280 2MB WIBMC ................................ 4.900 
8678N S/140 254KB ...................................... 1,150 
8395N NOVA 4X 256B 16 SLOT ......................... 850 
DESKTOP MOD 10 384KB 15MB .......... ............. 850 
DESKTOP MOD 20 768KB 38MB .................... 1.900 

CALL FOR OTHER UNLISTED EQUIPMENT ON SALE 

Circle 20 on reader service card . 

SUPER SALE 
8954-A MVl15000 MOO-10 8MB & EXP 
CHASSIS ....................................... $44,000 

8936 MVl2000 5MB 120MB 
DISK TAPE LAC 12 ........................... 4.900 

0-470C COLOR ................................... 950 

6236 354MB ARGUS SIS ................. 5.500 

8890-0 16MB 
MVl2000011 5000 ........................... 12,000 

4360 IAC16 RS 232 .......................... 2.375 

0-411 NEW .......................................... 575 

0-220 COLOR CRT ............................. 750 

DATA INVESTORS 
CORPORATION 
22 E. Lafayette Street 
Hackensack, NJ 07601 

(201) 343-8875 
FAX# (201) 489-5633 



SOFTWARE LIBRARY 

A complete listing 
of the NADGUG software library 
ACK • Terminal emulator / file transfer 
program for both AOS/VS and AOS ma
chines. 432 blocks. 

Big Brother • Automatic log-off program 
written in Fortran 77. Donated by the U.S. 
Forest Service. 181 blocks. 

B.J .'s BBS contributions • About 20 items, 
including various programs, documenta
tion, and macros. Some of the more inter
esting items include the :SYSMGR bench
mark suite, a continuous incremental 
backup, a clean-up file maintenance pro
gram, a program to find strings in files, 
and a type-backward program. 5,749 
blocks. 

Black Jack • Kim Medlin of Data General 
presented this at the Las Vegas confer
ence. 15,079 blocks. 

CRTEOIT· The old ROOS screen editor 
ported over to VS. 51 blocks. 

OBCHECK • Checks the open status of an 
Infos file and examines the checkpointing 
status of a file. 230 blocks. 

OUMPLOAO • A Macintosh program to 
dump and load AOS/V5-compatible 
dumps on a Macintosh. 140 blocks. 

ERp· A process-termination program de
veloped by ASA and modified by Man
ville. In Fortran 77. 338 blocks. 

FCOPY2 • Submitted by Jim Siegman, this 
utility makes two copies of a file at once. 

FILEMNGR • With this new version, you 
can move, copy, delete, view, and perform 
several other options faster. This is dis
tributed as shareware. If you try it and 

continue to use it, you are requested to 
pay a registration fee. From Kim Geiger. 
459 blocks. 

FTNCVT· A Fortran 5 to Fortran 77 transla
tor. 287 blocks. 

Games • A collection from various places. 
Enjoy. 19,516 blocks. 

Glossary. A program from John Grant that 
builds a list of words used in a document 
and shows where they are used . 416 blocks. 

IMSLUTIL • A collection of CLI macros, 
Cobol routines, and assembly routines call
able from Cobol. By IMSL of Houston. 
6,154 blocks. 

JAG_UTIL· JAG_UTIL consists of several 
programs: Filecount, Userspace, Scan, and 
Laminate. 1,501 blocks. 

Kermit • A file-transfer protocol devel
oped at Columbia University. Uses 9,328 
blocks. 

Logout· Another auto log-out system. 246 
blocks. 

Look· Used to view text files, Look allows 
you to move forward and backward in a 
file. Donated by Data General. 438 blocks. 

Macros • A collection of macros from vari
ous sources. 452 blocks. 

MENUDIR • An initial user menu that can 
chain to other applications and features a 
password-control system. From the Fed 
SIG. 492 blocks. 

Mlsc Kerm • An expanded version of AOS 
Kerm, this now includes other versions of 
Kermit including DG/ One Kermit. 6,298 
blocks. 

Notify and Prior • Two contributions from 
Concept Automation. Notify tells you 
when a process has terminated. Prior lists 
the priorities of processes. 273 blocks. 

QHelp. A tree-structured help facility. 2,277 
blocks. 

ROOS Kermit • Now available. You must 
request the Kermit tape (rather than the 
library tape) to get ROOS Kermit. 

SKLSCRN • The Cobol standard entry screen 
fea tured in George Bums' Focus article of 
April, 1988. 385 blocks. 

SoHrans • A file-transfer protocol written 
in Fortran 77 used to communicate with 
proprietary PC communications packages. 
496 blocks. 

Spell • Checks the spelling of a word or 
spell-checks documents. Submitted by 
Richard Kouzes. 5,163 blocks. 

SWITCHES • The GET.SWITCHES routine 
from John Grant's column in Focus. 1,297 
blocks. 

TEX • Version 2.26a is now available. TEX 
(Terminal Emulator with Xmodem) is a 
terminal-emulation program written by 
David Down. He has revised the TEX soft
ware to include a command language. 
TEX is distributed as shareware. At the 
end of 30 days, ei ther remove it from your 
system or send the author a $45 fee. 495 
blocks. 

VT100KER • VT100 emulator from John 
Grant. 1,135 blocks. 

Xfer • A tape-conversion u tility. 653 
blocks. D. 

All NADGUG members interested in receiving the NADGUG software collection should send a 1,200-foot tape to: 
Randy Berndt, Building 4, Suite 321,5300 North Braeswood, Houston, Texas 77096 

MV/2000 and MV/1400 users should send one formatted, error-free tape cartridge. Software contributions should be sent to the same address. 
Be sure to include your membership number. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 

People with AOSNS rev 6 should send a 2,400-foot tape and specifically request DUMP_" instead of the usual compressed version. The de
compression program is rev 7 specific. 

Please include a self-addressed envelope with sufficient return postage. In compliance with postal regulations, do not date the postage. Either 
disable the date printing completely, or set the date to "--" or zeros. 
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I THE WORKSTATION by Doug Kaye 

C-E-oooooh! 

SYNOPSIS 
New office automation 

products Jor PCs provide 
options Jor CEO users. 

It's that time of year when we take a 
look at the latest PC products for CEO 
users, and this year there are two new 
products to evaluate: CEO Object Office 
from Data General, and Release 2.0 of 
PC/Mail from Rational Data Systems. 
Time, space, and propriety do not allow 
me to fully review these products. One of 
them, after all, was developed by my 
company, but considering that, what can 
you expect from this month's column? 

In the process of designing PC/Mail 
2.0, we talked to a lot of CEO and PC 
users, and I think I have a pretty good 
handle on what they want in a PC-based 
front-end to their minicomputer office 
automation (OA) systems. So rather than 
a totally objective column, consider my 

prejudices, and develop some of your 
own. Hopefully, one of my fellow Focus 
columnists or some other wise and un
biased soul will undertake to write a le
gitimate review and comparison of these 
two products. 

What and why 
CEO Object Office (or CEOOO for 

short) and PC/Mail share a common goa\. 
By distributing the front end of CEO to 
the PC workstation, there are three pri
mary benefits: (1) off-loading interactive 
tasks from the minicomputer, (2) present
ing the user with a much-improved inter
face compared to a VDU, and (3) allow
ing integration of PCs into a complete 
OA environment. CEOOO goes one step 
farther, by providing a complete graphi
cal user interface for other MS-OOS ap
plications. 

CEO Object Office 
I've never heard the acronym CEOOO 

pronounced, but "C-E-oooooh!" would 
not be inappropriate. CEOOO is flashy 
and impressive. I run the fancy demo I 
received from DC on my Dasher /286 to 
achieve divine inspiration during mo
ments of intense mellowness. (This is 

Figure 1 : CEOOO is based upon a layered strategy 
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Now up to 14MB 
Total Memory 
for MV/7800X 
New memory boards 
use the full potential 
of the MV17800X. 
Datararn DR-7800X 
boards in 4, 8, or 

I 
I 

-

10MB capacities let the CPUs support more users and applica
tions, improve terminal response time. DR-7800X memory 
upgrades can be user installed in minutes, require no hardware 
or software changes, and have no affect on your DO warranty or 
service agreement. Dataram Corp. Phone 1-800-822-0071 

Memory Boards for 
MV/15000,MV/18000, 
MV/20000 Computers 
Datararn DR -1520 memory 
comes in 8, 16 or 32MB board 
capacities. The add-in memory 
uses 1Mb RAM technology to 
upgrade processor perfor
mance, and does not affect 
DO service arrangements. 
Boards are user installable, 
have Enable/Disable switch and LED indicators. 
Dataram Corp. Phone 1·800·822-0071 

(NJ 609-799-0071). 

Circle 23 on reader service card . 

Up to 16MB Extra Main 
Memory for MV/2500 Series 
Datararn's DR-2500 memory boards, avail
able in 8MB and 16MB capacities to 
improve processor speed and power, are 
fully compatible with hardware and soft
ware for DO's MVl2500. The plug-in 
memory needs no maintenance, has a 
lifetime warranty, and is available on a 
30-day trial basis. Dataram Corp. 
Phone 1-800-822-0071 (NJ 609-799-0071). 
Circle 24 on reader service card . 

Memory Kit Upgrades MV/4000 
to 16MB 
Datararn's DR-4000U kits use improved 
NCU and NPU boards plus 8, 12, or 16MB 
of memory to break through the 8MB 
memory barrier on DO's MV / 4000. 
Upgrading memory adds speed and capacity 
for all applications, saves up to 800/0 vs the 
cost of a new CPU with comparable 
memory. Dataram Corp. Phone 
1-800-822-0071 (NJ 609·799·0071). 
Circle 25 on reader service card . 

Other DG Compatible Memory 
Economical Datararn memory with a life
time warranty is available to upgrade DO's 
MVlI400, MVl2000, MV/6<XX>, MVl8000, 
MVI 1 0000, and the A ViiON workstation. 
Dataram Corp. Phone 1·800·822·0071 
(NJ 609-799-0071). 
Circle 26 on reader service card . 

(NJ 609·799-0071). 

Circle 27 on reader service card . 

Memory is power. 
Plug more speed, users, functions into your 
DO with reliable Dataram memory 
No matter which DG computer you 
own, Dataram has memory to fill it. 
Totally DG compatible. Designed and 
built maintenance-free, to keep costs 
down. Backed by a lifetime warranty 
that delivers spares overnight-and 
pays the shipping! 

Dataram add-in memory is the effi
cient path to maximum performance. 
With up to 32MB on a single board, it 
can overcome system restrictions on 
your AViiON, your MV120000, or any 

DG in between, for more speed or 
users, or for expanded applications 
without sacrificing speed. 

Buy just what you need now. When 
you need more power, trade in your 
Dataram board for a generous credit 
on a larger one. Or try a Dataram 
board for 30 days, no obligation. Find 
out how much more computer your 
DG can be-and how little it can cost. 
Call for details on Dataram memory 
for Data General. 

DATARAM 
P.O. Box 7528, Princeton, NJ 08543-7528. 1-800-822-0071 (NJ 609-799-0(71) 

Circle 28 on reader service card . 



ICOBOL QUESTIONS? 

• When a program encounters a 
locked record, how can I find out 
who locked it? 

• I want to use ICOBOL 1.5. Do I 
really have to convert all my data 
files? Is there any way to access 
1.4 and 1.5 format files from the 
same program? 

• Is it possible to use ICOBOL 
data files with other languages? 

Threshold 
has the answers! 

Who Locked It? ............ $250 
Multisam ........................ $250 
ICIO ................................ $450 

Threshold, Inc. 
l6S E. Magnolia Ave. 

Auburn, AL 36831 

(205) 821-0075 

Circle 64 on reader service card . 

• How much memory 
do I need? 

• How many disc drives 
do I need? 

• How many users 
can I support? 

• What's my response 
time? 
:PERFMGR can help you find 
the answers to these and other 
questions about your 
configuration. 
Includes a tutorial on AOS & 
AOS/ VS system performance 
measurement and analysis. 

'OS~S :PBBFMaa $750 
!OS~S U :PBBFMaa $750 
10 D!Y raw copy nEBI 

:SYSI1GB 
Sottwore for System Monogers 
A DIVISIOn of B.). Inc. 

109 Mmna Street. SUlle 215 
San FrancISCO. CA 94105 (415) 550·1454 

Circle 60 on reader service card. 

THE WORKSTATION _________ _ 

California, remember.} Unfortunately, the 
real CEOOO won't run on my Da her 
/286; Data General says it's because the 
expanded memory required by CEOOO 
i incompatible. 

In keeping with Data General's new 
buy vs. build trategy, CEOOO i a pack
age ba ed upon many layer of product 
from other vendors. (See figur 1.) The 
bottom layer i the hardware, an 80386 or 
fa t 80286 with a mou e, hard di k, EGA 
or VGA, and at least 3 MB of xpanded 
memory. 

On top of the ubiquitou MS-DOS, one 
in tall Data General' DG/PC*I LA -
bas d PC integration oftware. Thi pro
vides both the etbios platform and the 
MV ET file ervice required by CEOOO. 
When it is available later this year, 
CEOOO will al 0 support etware for 
AOS/VS. 

GUIs 
While mo t MS-DOS applications to

day include their own command or menu
driven interface, there is a movement 

underway to tandardize the e environ
ment . Simple application typically op
erate in the text mode with pull-down 
menu controlled from the keyboard or 
an optional mou e. 

More ophisticated program, includ
ing CEOOO, require a graphical u er 
interface, or GUl. Ther i an inten battl 
raging among the GUI vendor ,and even 
within the product offering of ome of 
them, including IBM and Micro oft. Data 
General ha bet its Twinkies on Micro oft 
Window / 286 and Hewlett Packard ' 

ewWave. 
Whereas Window /2 6 is a feeble at

tempt by Micro oft to make a P look 
and feel like a Mac, when one load ew 
Wave on top of Windows/286, it tart to 
look pretty good. ew Wave i an object 
oriented u er interface that includes a 
special filing y tem called the Object 
Management Facility, or OMF. OMF al
low filename longer than DOS' 8+3 
character, and its folder / document 
model of the filing y tem appeal to 
many u er . 

Figure 2: CEOOO and PC/Mail comparison 

I" Minimum CPU 
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Main memory required 

Expanded memory required 

Mouse required 

Monitors 

Display mode 

PlaUorms: 

Works with DG/PC*I 
Works with PCNS 
Will work with Net Ware 

Environments: 

MS-DOS on ly 
Windows/286 
Desqview 

Asynchronous 

Interaction 

80286-12MHz 
(80386 recommended) 

640 K 

3 MB 

yes 

EGANGA on ly 

graphic 

yes 
no 
yes 

no 
yes 
no 

no 

icons/mouse 

8088 

512 K 

o 

no 

any 

text 

yes 
yes 
yes 

yes 
yes, text mode 

yes 

yes (requires PC/Remote) 

menus/keyboard 
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ETHERNET 

TCP/IP 
NETWORKING 

FOR ALL DG SYSTEMS 

• Industry Standard TCP liP LAN connections for 
AOSIVS, AOS, and RDOS systems. 

• Connects DG systems to non-DG systems such as 
VAX, IBM, SUN, and APOLLO running TCP l iP. 

• High speed file transfer using the standard FTP 
protocol. Virtual terminal remote logon using the 
standard TELNET protocol with VT100 terminal 
emulation. 

• Supports MV, ECLIPSE, NOVA and DESKTOP. 

Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 
117 Maynard Street 

Northboro, MA 01532 
Telephone: 508-393-7979 

Fax: 508-393-8788 

Circle 5 on reader service card . 

BUY • SELL • TRADE • SERVICE 

All Data General Equipment 
For New Or Used D.G. Products, 

See Us LAST! 
{You'll be amazed at our prices!} 

DEPOT TERMINAL REPAIR: $89 
2-5 day turnaround 

On these Data General, Wyse, & Perfect Terminals: 
0100. 0200, 0210, 0211,0214, 0215, 0410* , 0411 *, 

0460* , 0461* , VVY30, VVY50, VVY60, P210 
plus Liberty terminals 

( • Propnetary compooeot fadure excluded) 

SPECIALS 
Fujitsu RX-7100 Laser Printer 

List $21 50. Now $960! 
Unbeatable Prices on Fujitsu Band Printer SIS! 

Low Low Prices on Data Ram Products! 
Best Power Uninterruptible Power Supplies! 

'\.I3!5'r. i.fu*rl;:',~1 FUJrTSU 

Sabra Systems. Inc. 
p.o. 80x 806, 124 Miller Road , Kinnelon , NJ 07405 
(201) 492..Q317 FAX (201) 492·1460 

0. G., OEC, IBM PC & Compatibles 
On-Site Service 

Circle 53 on reader service card. 

SHIPPING MANIFEST SYSTEM 

• Calculates Freight Charges for Most • Handles COD, AOD, Call Tags, etc 
Common Carriers 

• Can Send Freight Infonnation to 

• Prints Package Labels be Printed On Invoices 

• Provides a UPS Approved Driver • Gives a Complete Detail Report of All 
Pickup Record Shipments Each Day 

• Automatically Translates Zip Codes • Written in ICOBOL; Runs on UNIX, 
to Zones RDOS, MS-DOS, AOS, AOSjVS 

• SNOWBIRD SYSTEMS 
a dlvlalon 0' Custom Commercial Applications. Inc. 

The Colonnade Office Centre 
12015 Park 35 Circle, Suite 117 

Austin, Texas 78753-1807 
(512) 835-0143 

Circle 56 on reader service card. 



THE WORKSTATION _________________ _ 

Finally, on top of ew Wave and OMF 
come CEO Object Office, which commu
nicates over the DG/PCI LA to user 
agent processes and from there to the CEO 
Post Office Agent (POA) and Filing Ser
vice Agent (FSA). Put it all together and 
you can now do most of your CEO mail 
and filing chores at your workstation in
stead of on a YOU. 

Data General is pushing CEOOO in 
three way : Fir t, as an inherently valu
able PC-based application. I often talk 
about the benefits of distributed or (for
give me) cleaved applications, and a PC 
front end for CEO is one of the most obvi
ous. 

Second, DG feels that ew Wave i one 
of the environments of the future. This is 
pretty bold, especially since DG had to 
license the technology from (and pay 
royalties to) competitor HP. Although it 
can't be done yet, one can imagine that 

ew Wave will some day run under 
Windows/386 (quite different from Win
dows/286) and eventually OS/2. As part 
of its DAA, or Distributed Applications 

Architecture, Data General has stated that 
ew Wave will be one of the upported 

operating environments of the future. (X
Windows and Motif under Unix being 
others.) 

Third, Data General sees CEOOO as a 
product that will bridge to the Aviion 
product line. Although CEOOO itself, 
(which is MV- and CEO-based) will not 
operate with Aviions, a new product de
signed to work using an Aviion mail 
erver will be similar to CEOOO. 

Functionality 
What can you do with CEOOO? Pretty 

much most of CEO's mail and filing func
tions. You can compose messages, attach 
files and documents (either from MS-DOS 
or from CEO), and you can send them 
using the standard CEO options such as 
Certified, Confidential, etc. You can car
bon copy or blind copy as well as file or 
print messages on either MS-DOS or 
AOS/YS printers. When it comes to fil
ing, you can examine your drawers, fold
ers, and documents. You can move docu-

ments between your MY and PC, then 
view, edit, and return tho e documents. 

CEOOO' interface is attractive and 
easy to use, once you get used to icons 
and mice; all things considered, CEO Ob
ject Office is a slick piece of software. It 
represents the state of the art in MS-DOS 
graphic interface technology. 

History 
Many moons ago, RDS and Data Gen

eral cooperated on a PC LA -based CEO 
front end. After a while, we went differ
ent directions: DG towards PC/WS and 
CEOOO, and Rational Data Systems 
towards PC/Mail. There were, and still 
are, two different product philosophies, 
and perhaps for good reason. Whereas 
Data General needs to look good com
pared to DEC, HP, Wang, and IBM, we 
(RDS) do not compete with these other 
companies. 

Out of this difference came PC/Mail 
and now PC/Mail release 2.0. PC/Mail's 
goals are similar to those of CEOOO. 
Similar, at least, in functionality. Like 

Data General • Buy • Sell • Trade 
Processors: 
MV20000 Model116MB ............................ .... SAVE $ 
MV20000 Model216MB ................................ SAVE $ 
MV20000 Mode1116MB. FPU ....................... SAVE S 
MV20000 Model 216MB. FPU ....................... SAVE $ 
MV20000 Modell to Model 2 upgrade .......... SAVE $ 
MV15000 Model 20 8MB ...................... ...... .... SAVE S 
MV15000 Model 8 to Model 20 upgrade .... .... SAVE $ 
MV15000 Model 10 to Model 20 upgrade ...... SAVE $ 
MV10000 4MB Meter high cabinet ................. $18.000 
MV8000-11 8MB Meter high cabinet ................... 4.700 
MV8000 Model 9300 ............................................. 950 
MV7800 4MB 16 slot chassis .......... .. ..... ............ 6.000 
MV7800XP 8MB ............................................... 13.000 
MV4000 2MB ...................................................... 1.100 
MV4000DC 2MB. 120MB. floppy ........................ 3.500 
MV4000SC 2MB (w/MCPI) & as DC above ........ 4.500 
MV2000 4MB 160 MB disk ................................. 7.900 
MPTloo Dual floppy .............................................. 350 
MP100 8520-0 ...................................................... 350 
S-140 256KB Floating point ................................ 1.500 
Desktop 10 Floppy. 15MB disk .............................. 875 
Desktop 20 Floppy. 15MB disk ........................... 1.295 
Desktop 30 Floppy. 15MB disk ........................... 1.495 
S-120 256K 16 slot ............................................... 550 
S-2BO 2MB ......................................................... 1.900 

Processor Options: 
8997 Expansion chassis MV15. 20 ................... $7.000 
8819 Second IOC for MV10000 .......................... 5.500 
8762 ExpanSion chassis MV10.8.4.S280 .......... 4.500 
8761 Floating point unit MV4oo0 ............. .......... 1.500 
8749 Battery backup for MVloo00 ..................... 3.200 
8746-B Battery backup for 8762 

EXP Chassis ............................................... 1.800 
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8704 Floating point unit MV8000 ............................... 500 
4543-B MCPl 8 Async 2 Sync DCH Ptr .. ................ 2.500 
4463-ZT USAM-4 .......................................... ... ... ........ 475 

Terminals: 
6053 02 Monitor with keyboard ....................... $ 100 
6108 0200 Monitor with keyboard ........................ 125 

4380 ISC-2 (Synch) .................................................... 950 
4372-B TCB-16 .............................. .. ..... ...................... 500 

6130 0400 Monitor with keyboard ........................ 250 
6166-X 0410 Monitor with keyboard ................... .400 

4371-C TCB-8 for expansion ...................................... 455 
4370-A IAC-16 RS422. 20MA .................................. 1.500 

6169-X 0211 Monitor with keyboard .................... 225 
6391-X 0214 Monitor with keyboard .................... 300 

4368 IAC-16 RS232. 20MA ...... ...... ......................... 2.800 6392-X 0215 Monitor with keyboard .................... 325 
4367 IAC-8 RS232. 20MA Modem Cnt .................... 1.600 6393-X 0411 Monitor with keyboard .................... 365 
1625 Power Conditioner 5KVA ................................... 950 6394-X 0461 Monitor with keyboard (new) .......... 565 

Note: Add 545.00 per unit for Amber Screen. 
Disk Storage Units: 6284 0220 Color Monitor wlkeyboard .................. 625 
6061 192MB Disk subsystem ............................... $ 1.500 
6122 277MB Disk subsystem .................................. 2.400 
6161 147MB Disk subsystem ...... .... .. .. .................... 1.900 
6214 602MB Disk subsystem .................................. 3.800 
6236 354MB Disk subsystem .................................. 4.000 
6236-A 354MB Disk ..... .. .......................................... 3.500 

Tapes: 
6021 800 BPI new style ................................. ... $ 400 
6026 800/1600 BPI Blue. non FCC ..................... 1.200 
6026 80011600 BPI Brown. FCC compliant ........ 2.500 
61251600 BPI Streamer. FCC compliant .............. 500 

6239 592MB Disk subsystem ...................... ............ 9.500 
6239-A 592MB Disk ................................................. 8.700 

62991600/6250 BPI Rack mount .................... 13.500 
63001600/6250 BPI Meter cabinet .................. 13.500 

6329120MB MV2000/MV1400 ............................... 1.150 6311 15MB cartridge MV4 DC17800DC ................. 900 
633671 MB MV2000/MV1400 ................................... 850 
6363 160MB MV2000/MV1400 ............................... 1.900 Memories: 

Specials 
o 411 Terminal .......... .. $365 
0211 Terminal .......... .. $225 

International Computing Systems 
P_O. Box 343· Hopkins, MN 55343 

(612) 935-8112 

MV20000. All sizes 
MV15OO0. All sizes 
MV10000. 2Mb 
MV10000. 4Mb 
MV10000. 8Mb 
MV8000. 2Mb 
MV80oo. 256Kb 
MV40oo. 2Mb 
MV4000. 4Mb 
MV4000. 8Mb 

FAX 612/935·2580 

Circle 41 on reader service card. 
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___________________ THE WORKSTATION 

CEOOO, PC/Mail provides a fairly com
plete PC-based front end to CEO mailing 
and fi ling. The differences between these 
products lie in their environments. 

PC/Mail 
Where CEOOO requires a large and 

powerful workstation, PC/Mail can run 
on the smallest and slowest PC or XT. If 
you give it a color monitor, that's fine (it 
looks that much better) but an old mono
chrome tube looks just fine, too. Ex
panded memory? ot needed. A hard 
disk? It helps, but not really necessary. 
You can run PC/Mail on a diskless net
worked Pc. 

PC/Mail is also designed for opera
tion over an asynch line (direct connec
tion or modem) using the RDS PC/Re
mote platform. PC/ Mail includes exten
sive optimizations to minimize the com
munications traffic (and hence the load 
on t~e minicomputer) in order to make 
the dial-up environment a realistic one. 

Although far from exhaustive, the chart 
in Figure 2 (page 46) highlights the sig-

nificant differences between CEOOO and 
PC/ Mail. 

Making plans 
In speaking with CEO users, I find they 

are conSidering three different plans. 
Some sites are excited about CEOOO 
while others prefer PC/ Mail. The third 
group plans on using both. 

This third group sees the following 
reasons for using each product: Use 
CEOOOwhen: 

• a user purchases a new '386 system 
with the required memory, etc.; 

• users run other Windows / 286 pro
grams such as Excel! or Pagemaker. (Many 
of these already have large and fast 80386 
systems); or 

• the organization is prepared to com
mit to Windows/ 286 as a standard envi
ronment. 

On the other hand, use PC/ Mail when: 
• a user has an 8086, 8088, or 80286 

processor, or does not have an EGA or 
VGA monitor or mouse; 

• when PC/ VS is the platform of choice; 

• asynch use (direct connect or mo
dem) is required; or 

• the site already has a menu or other 
user interface system that is not compat
ible with Windows/ 286. 

In summary, CEO Object Office and 
PC/ Mail represent two good methods 
for distributing CEO to the PC worksta
tion. One is a high-tech state-of-the-art 
flashy program, while the other merely 
gets the job done in a low-profile man
ner. 

I' ll leave it to someone more objective 
to really rake both of these products over 
the coals in a future review and detailed 
comparison. t:. 

Doug Kaye is the CEO of Rational Data Sys
tems. He can be reached at 1050 Northgate 
Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903,415/499-3354. 
For more information or a free copy of the 
"1989 Rational Data Systems Report on PC 
Integration," contact RDS at 150 South Los 
Robles Ave., Pasadena, CA 91101 , 818/568-
9991 . Copyright 1990, Rational Data Sys
tems, Inc. 

They promise 8mm miracles. • • 

We deliver 
Smm RESULTS!!! ~ 
• 10 TIMES NORMAL 

HIGH SPEED FILE SEARCH 

• AOSNS COMPATABlE 
MTAlMTC 

• ANSI STANDARD 
LABELED TAPES 

• DG STANDARD SOFTWARE 
DUMp, DUMP II , ETC. 

• Will INTERCONNECT 
WITH 1 TO 4 SYSTEMS 

111111111111 

111111111111111 
I 1111111 Data Plus Model 5600AS 
12Gb Digital Tape Subsystem 

~ 
DataPlus 

A 'I Torrance, CA 90503 
2750 Oregon Court, M3 ~213) 618-2090 • Fax (213) 618-8714 

"nobody does 
it better" 

Circle 22 on reader service card. 
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DISCOVERIES by Jim Siegman 

SYNOPSIS I 
4GLs and data base management 

systems differ considerably. Jim 
Siegman explains. 

50 

Reconcilable 
differences 

Four basic types of files exist on any 
system: system software, application soft
ware, infrequently used "trash" files, and 
the data base, which includes just about 
everything else. How does a data base 
management system (DBMS) fit into this 
picture? 

Essentially, a DBMS is simply another 
means to store and manipulate data in 
files. It is distinguished by its internal 
structures and by the methods it uses to 
store and retrieve data. A better under
standing can be achieved by reviewing 
disk structures. 

The simplest disk file structure is the 
sequential file. If you make all of the rec
ords the same length, you can retrieve 
any record in the directory by calculating 
its starting point, thus achieving random 
access to the file. In this case, you have a 
relative file. The structures are simple and 
efficient. 

A secondary structure adds a whole 
new dimension to data storage. Instead 
of retrieving data based on where it is 
phYSically located, you can build a key 
from the data in the record, and store and 
retrieve information using the key. In 
other words, you can retrieve the records 
based on their contents, not their physi
cal location. Just as a book has extra pages 
devoted to an index or table of contents 
to help you find the desired data, addi
tional disk storage space is needed to 
build and maintain an index of keys to 
the records. 

ISAM, you Jane 
There have been many versions of 

keyed structures over the years, but Data 
General's ICobol ISAM is the most ele
gant example of keyed files I have worked 
with. A single file in a program exists as 
two files on the disk. The data portion 
has a sector (512 bytes) of file dedicated 
to structural parameters, plus a small 
overhead for each record (which varies 
with the number of keys). The index por
tion of the file contains a structure that 
allows retrieval of any records by any of 
the pre-defined key sequences. This is an 
effective c0mpromise between minimal 
disk overhead and minimal CPU re
sources required for access. 

Sequential access to records in any key 
sequence is accomplished by reading the 
"extended" record, which includes the 
data, plus the overhead or header that 
contains pointers to the next record. The 
records may be anywhere in the physical 
file, and are retrieved by reading random 
blocks of the data file. The beauty of this 
structure is that sequential processing can 
be almost as fast as if the data was stored 
in a sequential file. The index is used 
only for random access, thereby allowing 
the best possible performance for random 
retrieval as well. 

The next step in complexity- in the 
Data General world-is to allow a record 
to be stored under any number of keys, 
allowing each key to have a subindex (or 
subfile) associated with it, as well as with 
other keys. In ISAM, this would be analo
gous to having one directory with many 
different files. Under Infos, it is managed 
as a single structure. 

For example, let's say you have a prod
uct file for an electronics store. You could 
have an index of each product line: tele
visions, radios, speakers, cassette play
ers, etc. Each of these product groups 
would have a record in the data base. 
Each product group key would then have 
an index (or subfile) with individual 
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model numbers and prices for each com
ponent. You could also share these rec
ords with an index of manufacturers. You 
could can the entire product line by ei
ther manufacturer or product type. This 
can be accomplished with a small collec
tion of ISAM files. Infos treats all of the 
files, subfiles, indexes, and sub-indexes 
as a single complex structure, using the 
term data base to describe it. 

When is a DBMS not a DBMS? 
Although Infos certainly allows struc

tures of a complexity worthy of a data 
base management system, Infos is not 
usually considered a DBMS by industry 
professionals for one very important rea
son. It, and all of the other file structures 
mentioned so far, have one common link: 
none can verify or manipulate data. It is 
entirely up to the application program
mer to maintain the key structures and 
data integrity. 

A true DBMS has a data dictionary built 
into the file management software. While 
each system has its own method, stan
dards are emerging in the industry. One 
of the earliest and best known is CO
DASYL. Although the terminology may 
vary from system to system, the data base 
administrator defines files/ subfiles, rec
ords, and fields and the various parame
ters of each. A complete system not only 
allows full definition of the structure and 
relationships of the data, but also of the 
values allowed and even the security lev
els required to access each piece of data. 

A few months ago, I discussed the 
impact that poorly designed data base 
management systems can have on sys
tem performance. Throughout that col
umn I used the terms data base and 4GL 
(fourth generation language) inter
changeably. I'd now like to set the record 
straight by defining what makes a 4GL, 
and how it relates to the data base de
scribed above. 

I won' t go into detail about the evolu
tion of programming languages, nor will 
I discuss the design techniques used with 
DBMSs. The latter topic was covered thor
oughly in Kim Medlin's article, "Go fourth 
and multiply" (Focus, ovember '89) 

A 4GL could comfortably be defined as 
non-procedural programming language. 
Under this definition, perhaps half of the 
AOS/ VS users would discover they have 
a 4GL (at least for reporting purposes) on 
their system and they didn' t even know 
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it! I am referring to the Report Writer 
module of SORT/MERGE. The report 
writer module lets you layout a report 
simply by specifying fields and locations. 
In addition, you can have calculated 
fields, sub-totals, totals, and many other 
features. You can specify record inclu
sion / exclusion parameters and vary the 
output sequence. Many profeSSionals, 
however, do not consider RPG or the 

Report Writers of Cobol or SORT /MERGE 
to be 4GLs because they are limited to 
reports only. They require that a 4GL be 
able to handle other types of programs. 

There are a number of 4GLs available 
on Data General equipment, like Oracle, 
Cognos' Powerhouse, Henco's Info, and 
others. Some of them were developed as 
an interface to, or in conjunction with, a 
data base system (dBASE III is a perfect 

INFOS.CEO USERS 
Here's Why You Need the VS. TOOLBOX:

M 

IN FOS® and CEO® users are reclaiming valuable disk space, as well 
as reducing batch processing, backup and IVERIFY times by using the 
REBUILDERTM - one of 16 utilities in the VS.TOOLBOXrM ! 

What kind of results can you expect? This is what Steven Thomas 
experienced when he used the REBU I LDER on a large INFOS database 
in the UK: 
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The REBUILDER is a flexible utility that can easily rebuild any INFOS 
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The right tools. The right price. The VS.TOOLBOXI 

In t~e UK call : fV1 EAGLE Software, Inc. 
TrlStar Software Ltd. 169 E. Cloud I PO. Box 16 
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example in the PC world) instead of being 
developed solely as a 4GL. 

is no proprietary filing system attached 
to it. It uses any or all of the native filing 
systems and provides the programmer 
/user with a 4GL interface to that filing 
system. 

A good example of a standalone 4GL is 
CQCS from Cybertek, which lets you 
build file and record definitions in the 
data dictionary. Part of the definition in
cludes how it is stored on the system. 
CQCS interfaces to "flat" or sequential 
files, BBasic files, MI ISAM files, Infos 
files, or DBMS and SQL data bases. There 

In our shop we use the following lan
guages to develop applications: ICobol 
(45 percent), Cobol (4 percent), MASM 
(1 percent), and BBasic/B32 (50 percent). 
The addition of CQCS would allow us to 
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Your boss counts on you for timely, accurate, concise financial information. 
How can you make sure you don't let him down? 

There are lots of accounting packages out there, and it's not easy to decide 
which is best for your organization. 

We think you ought to spend as much time evaluating the vendor as you do 
the software. Think of it this way. You'll be using the software for years to 
come, and it will soon become a part of your organization's procedures. You 
need to be sure your accounting software can grow and change along with 
your organization. And you need to know you can count on the vendor for 
professional support when you need it. 

That's where HBI shines. We've been in business since 1979, selling direct to 
our customers as a matter of policy. That way, if you need help you can talk 
directly with one of the developers-no finger-pointing, no double-talk, and 
no unpleasant surprises. 

And if you need to modify the software, we make it easy. You get the 
COBOL source code when you buy from us-no extra charge. 

That's just part of the HBI story. The HBI Fina- -::ial Package adds up to an 
exceptional value : attractive pricing, standard features that aren't available 
from others- and service you can count on. 

We Help Your Computer Help Your Business 

H81 
Business Systems 

207/774-0540 
66 GRANITE STREET. PORTLAND. ME 04 I 02 
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link smaller applications into a single 
large system. We could continue devel
opment on all of our software systems 
using CQCS for the new programming 
and eventually replace the 3GL programs. 

Another characteristic typical of a 4GL 
is flexibility. 4GLs do for applications what 
spreadsheet programs do for estimations 
and modeling. You can define a system 
and quickly implement a prototype. 
Within a matter of hours or days, you can 
enter real data to see if your design was 
adequate and accurate. If not, simply 
change the record definitions, screen lay
outs, and report layouts. With a 4GL, you 
can build a prototype and test several 
methods in the same amount of time it 
took to develop models for a 3GL. 

The ability to prototype an application 
and change it quickly is probably the most 
important characteristic in our evolving 
definition of a 4GL. It follows that main
tenance of a 4GL is typically much less 
involved than that of a 3GL. 

To summarize the two definitions, a 
data base management system is a filing 
system or data storage and retrieval sys
tem that has definitions of the data ele
ments and data structures as an integral 
part of the system. The user interface to a 
DBMS can be through any language, 
whether proprietary or standard, proce
dural or non-procedural. A 4GL is a pro
gramming language that is non
procedural, comprehensive in ability, and 
filing system transparent. It gives us the 
ability to prototype and modify software 
on the fly. 

Then why the confusion? Many ven
dors market 4GLs and DBMSs in a single 
package. Few traditional 3GLs are 
equipped to handle the complex file struc
ture of DBMSs, while 4GLs demand com
plexity of their file management systems. 

I hope the distinction between these 
very different, yet frequently bundled, 
types of software is clear. I apologize and 
will never again make the mistake of us
ing the terms 4GL and DBMS inter
changeably. See you next month. ~ 

Jim Siegman is a contributing editor to 
Focus and treasurer of the Chicago Area Data 
General Users Group. Send comments or ques
tions to him c/o Datamark Corp., 3700 W. 
Devon, Suite E, Lincolnwood, IL 60659; 312/ 
673-1700. 
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ISCREEN TEST by Tim Boyer 

SYNOPSIS I 
For the packrat in you, ARC 

1.30's combinationjile 
compressor and archive program 

makes housekeeping easy. 

Out to crunch 

If I had to pick the most u eful utility ~~~~i~~~~ 
that I've got on the PC, it would be ARC 
You see, I tend to accumulate informa
tion on the disk-old versions of soft
ware, public domain programs that didn't 
quite turn out as advertised, old columns 
that I can't bring myself to get rid of. 
Lacking infinite disk space, however, 
these programs would soon overwhelm 
me. 

That's where ARC comes in. ARC, from 
System Enhancement Associates, gathers 
all of these files into one file for easy 
housekeeping. While it is doing that, it 
also applies some sophisticated file com
pression techniques to reduce disk space. 

I'm stingy about disk space. It proba
bly started in my youth, when I was run
ning a CS 40 with a Phoenix disk-five 
whole megabytes fixed, with another five 
removable! The habits that formed then 
have carried over to this day, and I still 
find myself searching the disk for files 
that I can put on tape. ow there's an 
easier way. 

A few years ago on the RDS bulletin 
board, I used ARC as an example of the 
kind of software that is out for the PC 
that should be out for the MY. I received a 
message in return explaining that, because 
of the size of the DG market, something 
like ARC would never appear. Well, the 
market has either become larger or more 
vocal, because Data Bank Associates re
leased ARC for the MY in July. 

The current version, ARC 1.30, is com
patible with ARC 6.02 on the PC, and 
contains a number of significant enhance
ments from ARC 1.21. This version will 
retain a file's ACL type, TLA, TLM, UDA, 
etc., and yet still be readable by the PC's 
version of ARC This was an absolutely 
vital enhancement. Under the previous 
release, when I moved my ICobol direc
tory to ARC and then de-ARCed it, the 
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files all came back as type UDF, and noth
ing would run. 

ARC is really misnamed. I wouldn' t 
pay anything for an archive program, 
since I've already got two "free" ones 
that work rather well-DUMP and 
DUMP_II. An archive program simply 
takes all of those loose files that you've 
got in :UDD:TIM:JU K and combines 
them into one file for easier housekeep
ing. To find out what's in the combined 
file, simply do a LOAD / . There are also 
file compressors out there for the MY. 
Those of you who have the ADGUG 
library tape know that the files come in 
compressed format, and need to be ex
tracted with COMPRESS.PR. 

What makes ARC different (and so 
handy) is the combination of the two in 
one step. The standard practice with 

COMPRESS is to DUMP the file(s) and 
then compress them. Otherwise, you'd 
have to COMPRESS each file individu
ally. In addition, when extracting files, 
COMPRESS creates all new files as UDF 
files, so you can't run them. If you wanted 
to check on the ADGUG tape for a cer
tain file, you would first have to decom
press the file, and then do a LOAD/N, 
something that would take a consider
able amount of time. With ARC, typing 
ARC L <archive> accomplishes the same 
thing. In order to add a file to a COM
PRESSed dump, the procedure would be 
something like this: deCOMPRESS it, 
LOAD it, delete the .DMP and .DMZ file, 
move the file that you want added to the 
directory, DUMP the files, and COM
PRESS the DUMP. With ARC, the proce
dure would be: 

ARC A <archive><filename> 

ARC also pays for itself during file 
transfers. For my article on PC Cobol 
compilers, I wanted to port my customer 
file maintenance program to the PC I 
figured that it was a simple, self-contained 
program that would be easy to get over. I 
forgot about the copy files and ended up 
having to transfer 1.5 MB in 55 files from 
the MV to a PC Even at 9600 baud, this 
took the better part of an hour, and an 
endless amount of typing X XMSE D 
<filename>. Then I tried it after using 
ARC on the files . They compressed down 
80 percent to 315K, and transferred in 
about 9 minutes. Could your installation 
use that kind of time saving? 

I decided to try ARC on my 
:UTIL:ICOBOL directory. It's got a good 
mix of data and programs, and is de
cently large (3.7 MB). The compres ion 
took just over 11 minutes, and reduced 
the files by 67 percent, to 1.2 MB. This 
doesn't include EMLS-EMLS com
presses from 16 MB to 19K, which skews 
the results. While this isn't quite as fast as 
a MOVE, it's still pretty speedy and re
member, I' m running on an MY /8000-
not the world's hotte t box. The compa
rable time on an AT for the same file wa 
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61/2 minutes. The people at DBA tell me 
that they are in the process of re-coding 
critical portions of ARC in assembly lan
guage, which should greatly improve the 
speed. 

onds, and the rest of the time it sits on my 
disk taking up space. I could archive it, 
and then once a week extract REPORT 
and run it, but there's an easier way. The 
command ARC R REPORTARC REPORT 
will search the archive REPORTARC for 
REPORT.PR, extract it, run it, and delete 
it all in one step. 

Once you have programs ARCed, you 
don't even have to extract them to use 
them. Like most of us, I've got programs 
on the system that I rarely run. I use 
REPORT once a week, for about 10 sec-

Of course, one of the big selling points 
of ARC (for me, at least) is that Data Bank 
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GUARDIAN 
The AOS/VS Profile & Access 
Control System now installed 
worldwide in: 
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• Control access by time with Automatic Log Off 
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• XODIAC Support 
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• Detailed Management Reports 
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Associates is working closely with Sys
tem Enhancement Associates to be cer
tain the files ARCed on the MY can be 
unARCed on the PC, and vice versa. I've 
conducted tests with over 50 ARC files, 
going both ways, and have not encoun
tered any difficulties. 

The major difference between PC ARC 
and VS ARC is its handling of long file
names. On the PC, filenames are limited 
to eight characters, with a three-character 
extension. Since VSARC files are sup
posed to be readable by the PC version, 
what does it do with a name like 
CHEMICALS. FILE. X? Well, there are 
two ways of doing it. The early versions 
of VS ARC limited you to a PC length 
filename. The current ver ion, however, 
uses an alias. 

On the VS side, the filenames would 
ARC and de-ARC just as they are. On the 
PC side, however, the files would be 
stored as CHEMICAL_.OO and CHEMI
CAL_.01, both valid PC filenames. In this 
way, you can pass files back and forth 
while ignoring naming incompatibilities. 

ame conventions are a problem, 
however, when passing a file from the PC 
to the MY that contains illegal MY file
name characters. If you were to ARC a 

Figure 1 : ARC command line options 

USAGE: 
ARC/TYPE=nnn {command}{options) 
{arcfilename) [filename [filename ... J ) 
COMMANDS: 
a = add files to archive 
m = move files to archive 
f = freshen files in archive 
u = update files in archive 
d = delete files from archive 
x.e = extract files from archive 

= run files from archive 
= test archive integrity 
= list files in archive 

v = verbose listing of files 
c = convert to latest format OPTIONS: 
w = suppress warning messages 
b = retain backup copy of archive 
m = move files to archive 
s = suppress compression (store only) 
o = overwrite existing files when extracting 
5 = Build file with PC Version 5.3 Format 
(No Long Filenames) 
SWiTCHES: /TYPE=nnn. sets file type for 
input or output. 
All switches allowed on an FIS command are 
allowed in ARC. 
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file called !TEST#@ on the PC, and try to 
extract it on the MV, you would get a 
?CREATE error. Since there is a way to 
get long MV filenames to the PC, there 
needs to be some way to get invalid PC 
filenames to the MV, like replacing all of 
the invalid characters with a "?" Until 
then, don' t create files on the PC with 
names like !TEST#@. 

There really isn't much to criticize with 
this product, and when I did make sug
gestions, DBA was more than willing to 
make improvements. In fact, usually they 
anticipated me. In general, ARC does not 

Figure 2: Output from ARC V ICobol 

ARC File Archive Program 

Name Original SF' Size 
length now 

ANALYZE. DO 11538 86% 1662 

ANALYZE.PD 8192 36% 5279 

CALC$$LlB.NX 
aka 
CALC$$LI._OO 2048 95% 111 

CALC$$LlB.XO 
aka 
CALC$$LI ._01 2048 91% 202 

SMINISAM32.PR 
aka 
SMINISAM._OO 63488 84% 10738 

SMINISAM32.ST 
aka 
SMINISAM._01 20480 83% 3603 

TYPE. DO 2005 55% 914 

TYPE. PD 2048 27% 1500 

UP.lCOBOL.CLI 
aka 
UP._OO 1845 45% 1027 

UP.MRA.CLI 
aka 
UP._01 1093 39% 674 

XMODEL 23084 57% 10124 

' SF = stowage factor . 
Note: A total of 135 files compressed an 

average of 67 percent. 
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deal well with subdirectories. Future re
leases will have subdirectory support, 
which will enable a command like ARC 
ATEST :UTIL:ICOBOL:#, but for now, it 
won' t work. Another feature that ARC 
lacks (this problem is scheduled to be 
fixed by the time you read this) is adding 
to archives across directories. Say, for in
stance, that I have a common archive 
called : UTIL:ARCHIVE:ARCHIVE.ARC. 

If I am in :UTIL:ARCHIVE, I can add or 
move a file into ARCHIVE.ARC. What I 
can't do is be in :DISK2:PROGRAMS and 
type ARC M :UTIL:ARCHIVE:ARCHIVE 
LOGO .CO, because I get another 
?CREATE error. However, this command 
works fine on the PC version. 

I'd have to say that the major problem 
with ARC is a minor problem-the error 
messages. !' d like to have something other 

IN 
CASE OF 

EMERGENCY 

CALL 
FAST TRACK 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

FAST TRACK is best e9uipped to provide 
disaster recovery services to your company 

Look at the facts: 

• Multiple hot sites for better 
geographic coverage 

• Fully equipped locations: Manhattan, 
Brook lyn NY, and Chicago 

• Largest bose of installed equipment, 
and most equipment per subscriber of 
any Data General disaster recovery 
f irm 

• Facil ities manned 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week by trained operators 

• Data General VAR authorized to 
prov ide disaster recovery services 

• The only Data General hot site facility 
with its own off-site high security data 
storage vaults offering 24 hour, 7 day 
a week courier service 

• Fully equipped computer room, office 
space and conference room facilities 
dedicated to disaster recovery 
subscribers 

• On-site inventory of hundreds of 
modems. multiplexors, and terminals 

• Private communications network 
available in most major U.S. cities 

• In-house Data General communications 
expertise ready to prov ide 
solutions to your networking needs 

Before disaster strikes, you need FAST TRACK SYSTEMS" 

(212) 422·9880 
Data General has qualified FAST TRACK SYSTEMS as a provider of DG/ hot site 
services based on FAST TRACK having met criteria established by Dato General. 

Frs 
FAST TRACK SYSTEM$, INC. 

61 Broodway New York, NY 10006 

FTS is an independent company providing its disaster recovery services lor users 01 4. Data General equipment. 

Circle 36 on reader service card . 
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than a traceback call confronting me when 
I do something that I houldn't have. A 
good example is trying to archive a per
manent file. If you use ARC A, it will 
work fine. Using ARC M, which in effect 
means archive the file and then delete it, 
you get the following. 

-Abort-
Cannot delete permanent file 

?DElETE unlink 
Error: From program 
PROC/DEF/IOC/BlOCKlSONS,ARC,m,test 

Now, if you were paying attention to the 
screen, you know which file it aborted 
on. And if you sit there and think for a 
while, you realize why it aborted, and 
you do a PERM OFF. But I think that 
DBA's next project ought to be the writ-

The Next Generation of RDBMS 
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TextBa e is a new technologically advanced management system 
designed to specifically manage free-form text in a relational data
base management system. 

- High Speed Text Search - WordPerfect Interface 

- Proximity Searching - Review Form 
- Sub et Searching - Report Feature 
- Analy is Tool - Menu Driven 

3C1 
2057 Vennont Drive, Fon Collin , CO 80525 

(303) 223-2722 or (800) 525-2001 
TextBa e run on the DG MV erie of computer . 

TeXlB""" is a trJdemark of 3CI Inc .• WordPcrfect is the registered trademark of the WordPerfect CorporJtion 
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ing of some error message routines. 
ARC is key code protected, like much 

of the software coming out nowadays. 
However, it's a particularly benign form. 
Unlike most of the key code schemes 
around, this one can be moved, deleted, 
or reloaded- it's simply another file. I 
like this scheme. When I had disk prob
lems, I had to call one vendor three times 
for a key code each time I reloaded the 
di k. 

This program is one that I will defi
nitely buy- if only to keep my tape li
brary down to size. I just tried it on my 
invoice duplicate file. I keep a duplicate 
copy of all invoices printed, because hard 
copie around here have a tendency to be 
misfiled and lost. ovember's file went 
from 10 MB to 1.2 MB. Now I can keep a 
years' worth online, for not much more 
disk space than one month's worth used 
to take. And since ARC now enables redi
recting the listing file, I can have a pro
gram do an ARC / LIST=I VOICE
.LISTING INV1189 and enable the users 
to retrieve the file interactively. This is a 
program long overdue for the Data Gen
eral world. 

ARC is available from Data Bank Asso
ciates, 20010 Century Blvd, Suite 104, 
Germantown, MD 20874, 301 / 540-5562. 
The price is $1 ,500 for an MV / 40000, 
$1 ,275 for a MV / 20000 mod II, and $850 
for all other machines. ARC comes with a 
one-year support agreement, which in
cludes free upgrades. It also includes a 
license for the PC version of ARC. 

Odds and ends dept. 
I ju t finished gamma testing Quattro 

Professional from Borland, and it's been 
released, so I can talk about it. If you are 
considering a move to Lotus 2.2 or 3.0, 
dOIl 't do it- at least not until you've tried 
Quattro. It takes less memory, runs on 
anything from a 512K 8088 on up, in
cludes file linking and a Harvard Graph
ics type graph annotator, and is in gen
eral a superb program. We've got both 
new versions of Lotus, and I'm relegating 
them to the back shelf (and ARCing the 
files on the PC!). !l 

Tim Boyer is EDP Manager at Denmall Tire 
Corporation. He may be reae/1ed at PO. Box 
951, Warren, OH 44482, 216/898-2711 or 011 

the NADGUG bulletin board at 415/924-
3652. 
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General experts. 

MEDIA SOFTWARE 

15'1.1 ~ ~ * RDOS 

~..-. l 
AOS 

~ 
AOSVS 

l 
FORTRANS 

® t 
call NOW 

BPI 
TAPE +--+ COBOLS 

~ 
l 

(201) 
BPI ASSEMBLERS 

TAPE ...-. l 
BASICS 

662-1020 @.-. ~ DISKS C 

l 
§~ .. ASCII 

DISKS 
~ 

EBCDIC 

INFODEX 
7000 Boulevard East • Guttenbera. NJ 07093 

Circle 40 on reader service card. 

Your General 
~~,., Deserves 

ReglS. ,ed TtIdem.rk of 
0. .. Gtnttal Cotpottoon 

Five Star 
Service! 

Now .. get the service you need 
from the people you can trust! 

We are Compuplan International. Inc., an inde
pendent computer service company servicing Data 
General and compatible peripherals! 

Fax your configuration for a free quote
(214) 224-3281 

Dallas • Houston· Chicago 

1-800-228-8889 
Circle 8 on reader service card . 

.., " •. --... ----

Do you need help to get 
the best performance 

out of your DG system? 
Do you wonder who to turn to for advice 
about DG? Do you feel alone? Unat
tached? 

If you answered yes, 
the North American Data General Users 
Group (NADGUG) is your answer. 
NADGUG is a network of active DG users 
who can connect you with a regional inter
est group (RIG) or special interest group 
(SIG). 

RIGs and SIGs bring people together to 
share ideas on how to solve problems. 
RIGs enable users to meet their peers 
close to home. SIGs are focused on a spe
cific interest, such as Unix, CEO, AOS, 
AOSNS, etc. 

!O I' J m
~) 

~ u ~J~ t "r--~ . E -:;I\ ____ - , ~ I 

hl \ , - . 
\~ I' ~~. 

' ffU I"lIli l ~ /~l 
' ... 

Join a RIG or SIG today 
Take advantage of all that the RIG/SIG 
program can offer! For more information 
contact the RIG/SIG Coordinator, Cath
lene Gentry, 1-800-USR-GRUP (outside 
the U.s. 512/345-5316), or the RIG/SIG 
Committee Chairperson, Charlene Ki
rian, 704/251-9551 for assistance. 



BULLETIN BOARD __________________ _ 

Bits and bytes 
from the bulletin board 

Board . Bulletin Board 
Bullet l n 

Editorial opinions 
From: Jim Krause 

I am new to Data General and would 
like to know what is the best editor that 
runs under AOS/VS? 

From: Doug Rady 
Some of the editors I know about: 
SPEED-teco-like editor. Suffers from 

still being a 16-bit program. Those who 
don't like the teco-like command user 
interface might say it suffers ftom being 
cryptic. It is powerful, and it comes with 
AOS/VS. 
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SED-a screen editor. Suffers from 
being a line-editor with function key 
support. A very basic editor. It does have 
a built-in spelling dictionary that you can 
look up with, but there is no active spell
checking. Depending on who you ask, it 
is either a fairly decent editor or a really 
sad editor. SED has none of the features 
of the Unix SED. This SED comes with 
AOS/VS. 

SLATE-another DG editor. This one is 
part of the Text Control System product 
that DG sells. It is powerful, screen ori
ented, and fairly decent. It has been 
clocked as very slow on some operations. 
It grabs a large chunk of memory when it 
starts, regardless of the size of the file 
you're editing. Being a part of a DG prod
uct, it costs money. 

EMACS-the DG EMACS editor is 
OEM'd from CCA. It is powerful and very 
screen oriented. It is a bit of a memory 
pig. This particular editor runs under 
AOS/VS and DG/UX, as well as several 
other systems. Since it is a DG product, it 
costs a good chunk of money. 

SCRED-I haven't heard too much 
about this one. People who use it like it. 

MicroEMAC5-a very powerful, fast 
editor. Public domain, and runs on a 
dozen or more operating systems. 

From: Richard Kouzes 
I vote for SCRED-we've used it for 

years and it's great. You can adapt it to 
any CRT. 

From Tim Boyer: 
SCRED is Rational Data's editor. CRT

EDIT is more or less a screen-oriented 
version of SPEED. How about Wordper
fect? 

From: John O'Keefe 
Wordperfect P-edit is pretty good as 

far as text editors go. It's just like the 
Wordperfect software except that it uses 
text files with < L>s. It has macro fea-

tures that are pretty good. SED is better 
for recursive stuff though, like "substi
tuting" strings. 

From: Michael Travis 
I find CEO WP to be pretty intuitive to 

use. As an occasional user, I prefer func
tion keys to "power user" control-key or 
escape sequences. 

Questions of literacy 
From: WaIter Mosscrop 

Just two questions: 
1) Page 21 of the AOS/VS 7.65 release 

notice, item 17: "System calls ?CLRDV, 
?SCHR, ?SECHR, and ?SEND now require 
PID W /System Manager status." Is this 
right or does DG need better proofread
ers? 

2) Page 34, lAC8 memory available: 
5100 bytes. With Kanji support: 7070 bytes. 
Someone please tell me that I'm right and 
the figures are reversed, or I'll get an ul
cer figuring out new input buffer sizes. 

From: Bruce Johnson 
It's been a long time since I read that 

release notice. However, I don't think you 
necessarily have to have SYSMGR turned 
on to perform all the calls you mentioned. 
The bit about SYSMGR privilege proba
bly refers, in the cases of ?SCHR and 
?SECHR, to setting DEFAULT character
istics. 

?CLDRV has always needed to be from 
PID 2 unless the calling process had the 
file open. I haven't played with it recently, 
but I discovered it once when I got tired 
of waiting for my part-time operator in 
another city to be around for me to issue 
CLEARDEVICE on a particular port. I 
wrote a program to do it by opening it, 
clearing it, and closing it. That still worked 
in 7.62. 

The reference to ?SEND probably re
ferred to the ability to override CHAR 
/0 /NRM. The last time I tried it, after 
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turning on SYSMGR privilege, it didn't 
work, even though the release notes said 
it would. I don't recall whether that was 
7.62 or 7.65. 

DG has always needed proofreaders. 
Haven't you ever seen the message "Er
ror occured" (sic)? While literate people 
can program, it doesn't necessarily fol
low that all programmers are literate. 

Modem mavens 
From: Tom Scheiderich 

I need some quick opinions on mo
dems. I have to buy some modems for 
use from Los Angeles to London. I have 
been told that Telebit T2500 (with V /32) 
really screams. DG wants me to buy Mi
crocom modems (2400 baud versions that 
supposedly work up to 12K baud). Since 
most of my work is going to be terminal 
emulating, file compression is not a real 
issue, so the 2400 baud modem will still 
only be running at 2400 baud . I was told 
that the TI500 baud modem starts at 18.2K 
baud (no compression) to 19.2K baud 
(with compression). DG says that lines to 
Europe will only work well at 2400 baud. 
(They say that they are getting that info 
from AT&T.) 

However, I have a friend who tells me 
that he is using a Telebit modem from 
Dallas to Korea and is getting better than 
9600 BPS using the T2500. Very confus
ing! The other problem is that the Micro
com 2400 is $850 from Data Gen
eral, which seems a bit steep when you 
can get a Telebit Trailblazer (9600 baud) 
for about $800, and a USR 9600 for about 
$700. I also heard from some that the 
Microcom didn't seem to handle noise 
very well, but others seem to like it. Help! 

From: Michael Meissner 
Telebit modems are supposed to be able 

to handle just about any line the tele
phone company throws at you (the only 
place I've heard that is too noisy is Lon
don, England). Check to see whether the 
foreign telephone companies will allow 
Telebits or not (some do, some don't). 
Bear in mind that if the MV has lACs, the 
poor thing won't be able to handle much 
fast input (9600, 19.2K, etc.). 6. 

The NADGUG/RDS electronic bulletin board 
is available to all NADGUG members. The 
phone number is 415/499-7628. There are no 
fees for use other than the telephone charges. 
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
ROUNDTABLE 

Sponsored by 
The Chicago Area Data General User Group (CADGUG). 

Panelists include: Brian Johnson, president of B.J. Inc. 
Ron Fitch, founder of Human Insights Group 
Members of Data General's SEPAC and 
development teams. 

ALL DATA GENERAL USERS ARE INVITED! 

At the Embassy Suites, in Schaumberg Illinois. 
February 21, 1990 

Beginning with dinner at 6:00pm. 

Call Jim Siegman at 3121673-1700 for more details! 

CHICAGO AREA fly 
I ~ ~ DG USER GROUP ~ 

~f m [[( 
Circle 4 on reader service card. 

./ BUY ./ SELL ./ LEASE ./ REPAIR ./ SERVICE 
• New and used systems 
• CPU's, Disk Drives, CRT's, Printers 
• Compatible peripherals, Terminals 
• Full service depot repair 
• New England on-site maintenance 

I 

OAT A SYSTEMS INC 

734 Forest St., Marlboro, MA 01752 
508-481-3901 
800-225-9215 (Outside Mass.) 
508-460-0593 (Fax) 

Data General's only 
Single Source Second Source 

DATARAM 
AUTH ORIZED DISTRI BUTOR 

Circle 38 on reader service card. 
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The latest products 
for DG systems 

DG introduces new 
386-based Dasher 

Tire rrew Daslrerl386-16c ;s based orr tire Itrte180386SX processor. 

Westboro-DG announced a smalI
footprint PC based on the Intel 80386SX 
processor that runs software written for 
full, 386-based personal computers at a 
price comparable to its 286-based ma
chines. The new 16-MHz Dasher/386-16c 
offers an easy growth path from the 286-
ba ed 12-MHz Dasher via the swap of a 
CPU card. 

According to Data General, the new 
Dasher was designed to be the most 
compact 386SX-based PC available. The 
chassis measures 12 inches wide, 15.5 
inches deep, and 3.75 inches high. It 
weighs less than four pounds. 

The ba e ystem includes a standard 

1.44 MB, 3.5 inch diskette drive with op
tional high-speed 40 MB or 100 MB hard 
disk. Built-in features include two MB of 
memory on the CPU board (expandable 
to 8 MB), two serial ports and one paral
lel port, VGA video controller, and floppy 
disk interface. Two full-size, 16-bit expan
sion slots are available for LA cards, 
modem cards, fax cards, and other third
party add-on boards. A third slot houses 
the CPU card that contains the 386SX 
processor, all single in-line memory 
modules, and an optional floating point 
co-processor. 

Packaged with the Dasher/386-16c is 
an industry-standard MS-DOS operating 
system that allows users to run popular 
OOS applications. The base price of the 
Dasher /386-16c is $3,795, which includes 
a 40 MB hard disk, 2 MB memory, 3.5 
inch diskette drive, VGA controller, 
QEMM-386, and MS-DOS 4.01. The sys
tem is available 30 days after receipt of 
order. 

Data General Corporation, 3400 Computer 
Drive, Westboro, MA 01580; 508/898-4072. 

D. 

Circle 73 on reader service card . 

Entry-level RiSe 

Westboro-Data General introduced an 
entry-level RISC-based system, the Aviion 
AV /5010, that performs at 20 Dhrystone 
MIPS and sells for $29,900. 

The machine can be used as a deskside 
server or multi-user system. It is avail
able with a six-slot industry-standard 
VME-compatible chassis, 8 MB of mem
ory, a 322 MB 5.25-inch full-height Win
che ter disk, 150 MB 1/ 4-inch cartridge 
(QIC) tape drive and up to 64 MB of er
ror-correcting code memory. The system 
is also available with 2 GB cartridge and 
reel-to-reel tape options. 

The AV /5010 complements previously 
announced AV /5100 (deskside) and AV 
/6100 (rack mountable) systems that start 
at $52,000. The AV /5100 and AV /6100 
servers are available with a clock speed 
of 20 Mhz. The AV /5100 and AV /6100 
systems come in single or dual-proce or 
configurations performing at 20 or 40 
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US&T 
EXPRESS 

TM 

WP Office 
Diolup V, CEO 
1- 800 

PC - T,:O,' ~ - mM 
LAN 

• FAX Program 

Can you do this? 
If you said yes, you must be one of our customers. 
If you said no, then let us build this for you. 
A network connecting PCS, Salespeople, Branch office, 
and customers with your central location using 
Electronic Mail and File Transfer. CALLUS! 

.=:= US&T - UNIFIED SOLUTIONS & 
= = TECH N OLOGIES. INC . 

5 Airport Drive, Hopedale, MA 01747, 508-478-8211 
All 1 rodemorks ore the property of their respective companies. 

Circle 66 on reader service card. 

;\ Delphi Data 

DATA GENERAL 
WORKSTATION 

SOFTWARE FOR ANY LAN 
NO DEDICATED PC NEEDED 
- - -- -- ---- ---- -------.- ------ .:::::-~== -- ------ -- ------ - ------ -------- - ------ - -------------

ASYCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SERVER 
Everything you need to connect your Data General to you 
Local Area Network is in this software package, including 
exact Data General terminal emulation. Softerm ACS 
works with your LAN'S COM (serial) ports or Digiboard 
mUlti-port boards. Licensed per File Server. Add breadth 
and functionality with additional modules: Over 60 exact 
terminal emulations, file transfer and more! 

ONE SOFTWARE PACKAGE. ONE SOLUTION. WE GUARANTEE IT. 

$800.00 
COMPLETE SOLUTION 

CALL NOW FOR INFORMATION! 
800·225·8590 

Circle 57 on reader service card. 

• High Performance CacheBox controlled Disks 

Era eable Optical Di k < 7 m- acces w/cache hit 
322 Mb - 662 Mb - 850 Mb - 1.2 Gb 
ANY SCSI Di k 
Mirroring and/or Stacking Build 
Multiple di ks 
Multiple CacheBoxe 
Multiple Controller 

Your own 
System 

Concurrent Offline Backup 
Variety of Enclo ure /Rackrnount 

• Full MV/IOOO - MV/40,OOO PLUS AViiON support 

Backup : 240 Mb to 5 Gb per Cartridge tape 
9 Trk: 800 bpi to 6250 GCR reel-to-reel 
Multi-port - 3 or more CPU upported by 1 backup tape 

~ Delphi Data 
(714) 279-7955 Fo:: (714) 279-7957 

9069 Cajalco Road, BUIlding 1 • Corona. CA 91719 

Circle 30 on reader service card . 

I Call for your I 
VAR pricing. 



Dhrystone MIPS. 
The AV /5010 is available immediately. 
Data General Corporation, 3400 Computer 

Drive, Westboro, MA 01580; 508/898-4060. 
6. 

Circle 74 on reader service card. 

CEO answering 
machine monitors 
e-mail 

Westboro-CEO Answering Machine 
gives DC's CEO office automation prod
uct the same functionality as an answer
ing machine for a telephone. It monitors 
users' CEO in-boxes, and replies to new 
CEO mail with a recorded message. 

The product incorporates on-line help, 
and, according to DC, requires no special 
training to use. A number of options can 
be utilized to allow for changing recorded 
messages or forwarding of urgent mail. 

CEO Answering Machine is compat-

ible with CEO Revision 3.0 or greater on 
Eclipse family systems under AOS/VS or 
AOS/VS II. Pricing ranges from $450 for 
an Eclip e MY /1400 DC computer sys
tem to $5,220 for an Eclipse MY / 40000 
HA. 

Data General Corporation, 3400 Computer 
Drive, Westboro, MA 01580; 508/898-4183. 

6. 

Circle 75 on reader service card . 

D470C terminal 
emulator for IBM 
micros 

Columbia, MD-Rhintek, Inc., an
nounced a major upgrade to its EMU 
/470 color graphics terminal emulator. A 
sliding window (full duplex) implemen
tation of Kermit is now included. This 
version supports European keyboards 
and character sets (including code page 
850). Graphics printing is available for 

DATA GENERAL 
BUY. SELL. TRADE 

* SPECIAL: MV15000 Mod-1 0 w/o mem ...... .. .. $49,000 * 
PROCESSORS MAG TAPE DRIVES 

MV20000 Mod·l and 2 or Upgrades .................... SAVE!!I 63001600/6250 BPI Mag Tape Subsystem ........ $11 .900 

MV15000 Mod·8. 10 and 20 or Upgrades ............ SAVE!!I 6026 9TR 800/1600 BPI Tape Subsystem ................. 990 
MV10000 w/4MB Memory ........................ .. .... ...... $17.900 6270·B 15MB DT Canridge ........................................ 690 

MV8000 Mod II w/4MB Memory ............................... 3.400 SKT·2300 2GB 8mm Tape SIS .............................. 10.995 

MV7800 w/4MB Memory ......................................... 4.400 
MV4000 w/o Memory ............................................... 1.190 DISK DRIVES 
MV2000DC wI2MB. 120MB Disk .......... .. .. .. ............. 4.900 6239592 Subsystem ........................................... $11 .900 

Eclipse Sl280 wl2MB Memory. BMC ....................... 4.500 6236 354MB Argus Subsystem ............................... 4.900 

Eclipse Sl140 w1256KB. 16·slot ............ ...................... 790 6161 147MB Kismit Subsystem .................................. 990 

Desktop Model l 0 or 20 wl256KB. 15MB Floppy ....... 790 6363 t60MB HID MV2 or MV4DC ........................... 1.790 
633671 MB Disk w/Controlier for Desktop .................. 890 

MEMORIES SKSHP660F 660MB SIS Replaces DG6581 Rams 18.595 
8990·0 16MB MV20IMV15 Memory ................ .. .. $12.900 
8990·C 8MB MV20IMV15 Memory ................ .. .... .... 5.900 TERMINALS 

8871 8MB Universal Memory ...... ...... .. .. ............ .. .... . 4.300 63921910215 or 0214 CRT w/Keyboard ................. $245 

8865 2MB Universal Memory ........ ...................... ........ 490 6167/66 0460 or 0410 w/Keyboard ............................ 245 
8708 2MB MV8IMV6 Memory ..................................... 390 6168/690210 or 0211 w/Keyboard .... ........................ 175 

8713·R DT Mod· l0 or 20 512KB Memory ............ .. .... 290 Dasher 0100. 0200 CRT's w/Keyboards (each) .... .. .... 89 

COMMUNICATIONSlCONTROLLERSlOPTIONS PRINTERS 
4370 IAC16 wlTCB RS232 .................................... $3.200 4323 DG300 LPM Band Printer ................ ................ $590 

4369 IAC8 wlTCB .................... ................................ 1,490 4364 DG 600LPM Band Pnnter .. .......................... .. . 1.490 

4380 ISCll ................................................................. 590 4453 OG 340CPS Printer ........................................ .... 790 

6238 354MB/592MB Argus Intelligent Controllers ...... 890 P300 Printronix 300LPM Printer .............................. 1.490 

4463 USAM4 w/Cable ........ .... ..................................... 345 4531 160 CPSl132 Column Printer ........ .. .................. 350 

COMPUTER WHOLESALERS 
MARK BRADT FAX 404 ,457 5841 

3246 Marlon Olive 404-455-4542 Doraville Georgia 30340 

Circle 14 on reader service card. 
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

IBM Proprinter and HP Laserjet compat
ible printers. 

The new EMU/470, version 2.1, emu
lates Data General Dasher terminals. The 
upgrade includes a 135 column com
pressed mode on any graphics adapter. 
Both file capture (either text or binary 
files) and protocol transfers are included. 
The protocol capability provides a mecha
nism for calling various external proto
cols, with complete Xmodem software 
furnished for both the PC and Data Gen
eral machines. The emulator runs on IBM 
personal computers, PS/2s, and PC 
clones. It can simultaneously drive a PC 
compatible printer and a mouse. Dasher 
terminals are limited to one or the other 
of these functions . EMU /470 provides a 
superset of the capabilities of the various 
DC terminals. 

EMU / 470 uses a multi-tiered menu 
system providing the user with compre
hensive, intuitive control without inter
fering with the keyboard emulation. The 
program has more than 70 macro-defin
able keys as well as automatic dialing, 

FULL SCREEN 
EDITOR 

• Works with most eRTs 
• Easy to learn and use 
• On-line help 
• User definable function 

keys 
• Demo package available 

AOS, AOSIVS ........... $600 
RDOS .................. 400-500 
Demo version .............. 25 

COMPUTEK LTD. 

5707 113 A STREET 
Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada T6H 1 A 7 

403/436-1842 

Circle 9 on reader service card. 
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Why blast your CPU ... 

TurboTran Includes: 
• CheclcBum & CRC Modes 
• Integration with CEO 
• PC Support UtIlities 
• AOS & AOSIVS Systems 
·lfany Other Extras/ 

$225 
30 Day Risk Free Offer 

Data Bank Associates, Inc. 
20()1O Cl'ntury BIni., Suill' IO~ 

Cl'rlll.1ntown, \1.1ryl.llld 2()Si~ 

(301) 540-5562 
IAX# 301l5-l0-8105 

Circle 19 on reader service card. 

PURCHASE 

When is a LAN 
not Hardware? 

• MV i u ed a a DOS drive. 
• Provide true Virtual torage-

not partitioned. e VS file 
directly. 

• Tran parent to application 
program and DOS command . 

• Random acce s to file. 
• Support printer and peripheral 

haring. 
• Switch between terminal 

AOS(VS and DOS mode. 
• Terminal Emulation included. 

When it's 

D:drive 
DEMO ONL Y $49 

IIII DIGITAL 
IIII DYNAMICS INC 

3055 Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
1(313) 995-2400 FAX (313) 995-3232 1 

Circle 31 on reader service card. 

$4,500 IN HARDWARE 
OR MAINTENANCE 

We're 0 ure you'll like 
doing business with us, we're 
offering a special bonu just 
to have you give us a try. 

With any NEW order of $4,500 
or more, we will send 

SERVICE 

RECEIVE A FREE 
POR11\BLE COMPACT 
DISC PLAYER 

SECURITY COMPUTER SALES, INC. 
MINNESOTA ARIZONA 

you a Deluxe GPX CD4000 
Portable Compact Di c Player. 
This advanced-design CD 
player features 3-beam laser 
pickup and a 16-track pro
grammable memory, and 
comes complete with deluAe 
tereo headphone and a 

carrying case and strap. It 
operates either on "M" bat
terie , or with the included 
AC adapter from standard 
household current. 

Just make your best deal with 
one of our salespeople, and 
send me the coupon with your 
order. LIMIT ONE CD PLAYER 
PER CUSTOMER 

PHONE: (612) 227-5683 (602) 948-1243 
FAX: (612) 223-5524 
TELEX: 
ADDRESS: 622 ROSSMOR BUILDING 8260 E. RAINTREE DRIVE 51d STATION ROAD 

500 N. ROBERT STREET SUITE 112 HENDON 
ST. PAUL, MN S5101 sconSDALE, AZ 85260 LONDO N, UK NW4 4PN 

Circle 55 on reader service card. 

CPU 'a/MEMORIES /SOFTWARE : 
MV 20000115000 
MV 20001400018000110000 
Desktop Moders 10120130 
NOVA & Edipse CPl1s & Memories 

DISKS/TAPES: 
6239 592MB Disk Subsyslem 
6236 354MB Disk Subsyslem 
6161 147MB Disk Subsyslem 
6122 277MB Disk Subsyslem 
6061 192MB DiskSlbsyslem 
6060 96MB Disk Subsyslem 
6161 147MB Disk Subsyslem 
6160 73MB Disk Slbsyslem 
6125 1600BPI Tape Slbsystem 
6026 1600I8OOBPI Tape Subsystem 
6021 800BPI Tape Subsystem 

PRINTERS, 
DP300 300 LPM Subsystem 
4215 600 LPM Subsystem 
4034G 300 LPM Subsystem 
PR1250 Rolland Printers 

CRT'S: 
6500 0216 
6168 0210 
6246 0-460 
6391 [)-214 
61690211 
WY60WYSE 

COMMUNICATIONS: 
4368IAC-16 
4367IAC-8 
4257 ALM-16 
4255ALM-8 
4241 ULM-5 
4340 AMI-8 

Call for prbs on EquIpment not Us," 
AI Equipment Guarantwd 

For Data General Malntltnanct. 

COASTAL COMPUfER 
SERVICES INC. 

(206 )134-3928 
Circle 6 on reader service card. 

r---------, 
I My Order Is Enclosed. 
I Please Send Me My 

I FREE 
I G PX Portable 
I Compact 
I Disc Player 
I I NAME: 

I TITLE: 

I COMPANY: 

I ADDRESS 

I CITY: 

I STATE: ZIP : 
L----_____ J 



WE BUY, SELL & TRADE 
THE COMPLETE LINE OF 

DATA GENERAL EQUIPMENT 

CALL US FIRST AT: 

(804) 262-3555 

:WFFCA 
World's Fastest 
File Compressor 
& Archiver. 
WFFCA compresses hies and archives Ihem 
laster and W1lh less Impacl on olher users Ihan 
any olher similar ulihly available on DG sys· 
ems Dramalically reduce dISk slorage used 
by Infrequen Iyaccessed hies maintained for 
hlStoncal purposes A Iyplcal SYSLOG hie 
compresses beller Ihan 710 1 
WFFCA has the ablhty to handle archiVes In 
the popular K: ARC"'lonnal S1gmhcanlly 
reduCing hie ransler lime 
Initial AOSNS and AOSNS n Ucense: $499 
10 Day Trial Copy: FREE! 

A [),vlSIon of 8 J Inc 

FAX (804) 262-4270 ===:SYD18B 
8603 Sanford Drive 

Richmond, Virginia 23228 

Ci rcle 13 on reader service card . 

SCREEN 
Pop-up 
Windows 

• View screells of programs nlllllillg all 
at/fer termillals 

• Record alld playback tenllillal sessiolls 
• Alltomatic tenllillatioll of illactive program 
• Remote tennillatioll with orderly ShlltdowlI 
• WP Libran) alld CEO interfaces 
• ACCEPT time-alit for fCOBOL 

$950 

Software fa< Sysfem Managers 

109 Minna S SUite 215 
San FranCISCo. CA94105 t415155O·1454 

Circle 6 1 on reader service card . 

DEMON 
• Electronic Mail 
• Pop-up Calculator 
• Print Screen 
• Pop-up Notepad 
• Redraw Screen 
• Swap to CLI 
• Faster Screen Display 

Versions for AOS/VS 
COBOL and ICOBOL work 
with existing programs 
withollt recolI/pi/at ioll. 
Screen Demon routines may 
be cal/ed fro m programs 
written in "C". 

Demo available $25 

Threshold, Inc. • 165 E. Magnolia Ave. ' Auburn, AL 36831 • (205) 821 -0075 
Le Software Man • Box 545· London N78DF U.K. · 01-809-2762 
Mini-Computer Sys • 411 Hawthorn Rd. • S. Caulfield 3162 Australia • 03-528-2711 

Circle 63 on reader service card . 

logon, and logoff functions. U er can 
define an unlimited number of configu
ration files, each with different logon 
equences, color chemes, macro pro

grammable keys, etc. EMU / 470 will run 
standalone, or under CEO Connection. 

Licensed for a single system, the prod
uct is not copy protected, 0 users can 
back it up or put it on hard disk. Users 
can select baud rates from 300-19200. 
EMU / 470 uses all12 function keys found 
on IBM enhanced keyboards and all four 
COM ports available under PC-OOS 3.3. 
Free unlimited product support is pro
vided for registered users. 

The new product sells for $195 with 
shipment available within 24 hours. Out
side the United States the price is $229. 
Current license holders of EMU/ 470 can 
update to the new version for $10. 

Rhintek, Inc., P.O. Box 220, Columbia, MD 
21045-0220; 301 /730-2575. tl 

Circle 77 on reader service card . 

BBasic menu control 

ew York- Bac-Tech Systems has a 
menu and security control system avail
able for users of Business Basic. The prod
uct presents a solution for organizing and 
setting up application menus. Security is 
controlled at the user level and can be 
optionally integrated . Other features in
clude user-generated on-line help, op
tionallogging that records events such as 
log-on, selected menu or program, basic 
errors encountered, and sign-off. An op
tional printer control subsystem that 
handles all tasks required to queue print 
jobs to specific devices, and allows print 
or update programs to be driven directly 
from the menu system, is also available. 

Bac-Tech Systems, Inc., 270 Lafayette St., 
New York, NY 10012; 212/334-8288. tl 

Circle 72 on reader service card . 

EDI management 
software for Eclipse 
MV family and Aviion 

Westboro-Transla tor EDI (electronic 
data interchange) management software, 
manufactured by Metro-Mark Integrated 
Sy tems, Inc., is being ported to DC' 
Eclipse MV and Aviion systems. The oft-
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ware helps reduce the costs of processing 
business documents by providing for the 
exchange of purchase orders, invoices, or
der acknowledgement , bill of lading, 
and other document electronically. 

Translator uses a standard format, and 
was previously available only on IBM 
platforms. The software comprises both a 
PC-based and a host-based component. 
The PC portion runs on any IBM
compatible PC, including DC Dashers, 
and provides an interactive menu-driven 
user interface that handles trading part
ner profile, system profile, and EDI mes
sage standards maintenance, and data 
mapping specifications. The host-resident 
translation software component handles 
the processing of translation, receiving, 
document distribution, application rout
ing, and interface to the data communi
cations system. 

The Metro-Mark software is compat
ible with various transmission methods 
and complements the Data General com
munications and multi-vendor electronic 
messaging and document exchange prod
ucts such as DC/X.400, CEO MAIL, CEO 
DXA, and CEO PXA. 

Data General Corporation , 3400 Computer 
Drive, Westboro, MA 01580; 508/898-4074. 

~ 

Circle 76 on reader service card . 

Four MB memory 
modules for Aviion 
workstations 

Acton, MA- AVRAM / 4, a new 4 MB 
memory module for the Aviion, is avail
able from Signal Computer Products. The 
product features surface mount technol
ogy to keep power consumption low, and 
is built to manufacturing specifications 
that include 72 hour burn-in and 24 hour 
testing in an Aviion workstation . 
AVRAM/ 4 is hardware and software 
compatible with the Aviion and DG/ UX. 

Signal offers a lifetime warranty policy 
with the memory module, and promises 
replacement board within 24 hours. Pric
ing for AVRAM/ 4 starts at $1,450. 

Signal Computer Produ cts, Inc. 411 
Massachusetts Avenue, Acton, MA 01720; 
508/263-6125, fax 508/635-0423. ~ 

Circle 78 on reader service card . 
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DG '" COMPATIBLE 
BUY • SELL • LEASE 

QfU QQMMUHIQAIIQHS 
MV115000, 20000 IAC-8, IAC-16 
MV/10000 TCB'S 
MVl8000 COM BASIC I/O 
MV/7800 ATI-16, AMI-8 
MVl4000, 40000C ALM-8, ALM-16 
MV/2000 MCP-l WITCB 
NOVA 4-C, S/20 

DISK l IAe!; S/140, S/280, C350 
354, 592MB 

M!;MQRY 96, 192MB 
for all MV & 73, 147MB 

ECLIPSE 10, 12.5,20, 25MB 
for all NOVA & 6231 CART N/E 

MICRO 6026, 6123, 6125 

PRIHTERS 
6299, 6300, 6021 

4320 55CPS LQ ~ 
TP-2W/KSR 6053, 0 -100, 0-200 
Data Prod B300 0-210, 211 , 410,460 
OKloATA 192, 292 0-214, 215, 411 , 461 
HP LASER JET II, 2P 0-216, 412, 462, 470 

D!;SKJ()P QQMPAIIIIL!;S 
oGl10, 20, 30 PKG ZETACO CDC 
DISK UPGRADES FUJITSU SCIP 
USAM-4, USAM -1 oATARAM STC 
CARTRIDGE TAPE 
MEMORY 

SPECIAL I MV/40C W/2MB, 70MB DISK, 

* * * * FLOPPY, CART ........... $2,9oo 

AMES SCIENCES, INC. 
2 BAST MAPLB A VB. 'I'RAPPE. YO 21673 
(301) 416-3200 • Fax 301-476-3396 

Circle I on reader service card . 

Synergistic 
Software 
Company Ltd 
Third·Party software products for 
Data General computer users. 

B32 .•....•...... Now on SCOIXENIX as well as AOSNS 

Disk Opt ........................ Even lor single disk systems 

EMU/470 ••.•............ Superior 0470 emulation lor PCs 

JAM .............................. The best Iront end lor Oracle 

Otfice ..•........•........• E·mail and shell lor WordPerfect 

PacerLink •••................ For complete Mac Integration 

PC/Remote ......••..... For PC Integration using RS232 

Procmon .................... To highlight greedy processes 

RAS ..•.•..... Resource account ing system lor AOSNS 

Rush •••....................... For lax control at your terminal 

Screen Demon ......•.... Add snap to ICOBOUCOBOL 

SMIC .•.•••••.. Runtime ICOBOL compiler, any monitor 

Text Scout ...•......•........ Inlormation retrieval lor CEO 

VS-Booster •..••...... Because VS does not cache data 

WPFile ..•.......•..••..•••• Electronic liling lor WordPerfect 

WordPerfect ••.••••••••••.••• Superlative word·processing 

20/20 ........................•.•.•••. The delinitive spreadsheet 

Hughenden House Phone: 093774637 
MainS!. 
Collingham (24hr) : 0937 73446 
West Yorkshire 
LS22 SAY UK Fax :0937 66903 

All products are trademarks 01 thelf respectIve compames 

Circle 58 on reader service card. 

IS SOMETHING MISSING FROM YOUR DG TERMINAL EMULATOR? 

Introducing EXACT DG Terminal 
Emulation 
@Con/PC and @Con/PC Plus are the 
fi rst programs to allow your PC to emu
late all the features and functions of 
DC terminals (0210 through 0 411). 

Blazingly FAST File Transfers, Too 
@Con/PC Plus u es ConX, it own fi le 
transfer protocol, which i up to ten 
ti mes faster than competing products. 
XMOOEM and ASCII fi le tran fer are 
also supported for added flexibi l ity. 

@Con/PC, only $95. 
@Con/PC Plus, only $149. 

Distributor inquirie \Velcome. Special bun
dling licen e available to VAR . 

132-column compressed screens 

True underlining on EGANGA monilors 

Realistic emulation of all attributes 

Baud rates to 38,400 

15 function keys on the PC keyboard 

Mouse support 

UO-Command macro language 

Memory resident mode 

Runs under DESQview™ 

Demo Disk $10. 
Deductible from Purcha e Price 

Call 516/283-4994 

33 flying Point Rood' Southampton, NY 11968 

Circle 37 on reader service card . 
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Company PG# RS# Company PG# RS# 
Ames Sciences, Inc. 65 1 Interscience Computer Corporation 29 42 
Bac-Tech Systems Inc. 13 2 Jacobsen & Associates, Inc. 37 43 
BL Associates C4 3 MegaTape Corporation 7 44 
Chicago Area Data General Users Group 59 4 Minitab Statistical Software 67 -
Claflin & Clayton , Inc. 47 5 NADGUG RIG/SIG 57 -
Coastal Computer Services 63 6 NADGUG Bulletin Board 67 -
Communications Research Group 43 7 NPA Systems 23 48 
Compuplan International, Inc. 57 8 Oracle Corporation 5 49 
Computek Ltd. 62 9 RAVE Computer Association, Inc. 21 50 
Computer Engineering Associates, Inc. 24 10 Rhintek, Inc. 25 51 
Computer Engineering International Inc. 33 11 Robson & Deakin Ltd. 32 52 
Computer Products & Repair, Inc. C3 12 Sabra Systems, Inc. 47 53 
Computer Systems Remarketing Corp. 64 13 SAS Insititute Inc. 10 -
Computer Wholesalers 62 14 SCIP 27 54 
Contemporary Cybernetics Group 17 15 Security Computer Sales 63 55 
Cybertek Software, Inc. C2 16 Snowbird Systems 47 56 
Data Assurance Corporation 6 17 Softronics 61 57 
Data Bank Associates, Inc. 13 18 Synergistic Software Company Ltd. 65 58 
Data Bank Associates, Inc. 63 19 Sysgen Data Ltd. 32 59 
Data General Continuing Products Division 18 & 19 47 :SYSMGR 46 60 
Data General Corporation 34 & 35 - :SYSMGR 64 61 
Data Investors Corporation 41 20 :SYSMGR Bulletin Board 67 -
DataLynx 54 21 3CI 56 62 
DataPlus 49 22 Threshold, Inc. 64 63 
Dataram Corporation 45 23 Threshold, Inc. 46 64 
Dataram Corporation 45 24 TLC Systems, Inc. 9 65 
Dataram Corporation 45 25 US&T 61 66 
Dataram Corporation 45 26 Vantage Software, Inc. 33 67 
Dataram Corporation 45 27 Wild Hare Computer Systems Inc. 14 68 
Dataram Corporation 45 28 Wild Hare Computer Systems Inc. 15 69 
Dataram Corporation 40 29 Wild Hare Computer Systems Inc. 67 70 
Delphi Data 61 30 Zetaco 3 71 
Digital Dynamics, Inc. 63 31 
DMS Systems, Inc. 30 32 

r- 'RODUCTS AND SERVICES INDEX Eagle Software, Inc. 1 33 
Eagle Software, Inc. 51 34 Company PG# RS# 
Essex Computer Service, Inc. 38 & 39 35 Bac-Tech Systems, Inc. 64 72 
Fast Track Systems, Inc. 55 36 Data General Corporation 60 73 
Flying Point Software 65 37 Data General Corporation 60 74 
Hanson Data Systems, Inc. 59 38 Data General Corporation 62 75 
HBI Business Systems 52 39 Data General Corporation 64 76 
Infodex 57 40 Rhintek, Inc. 62 77 
International Computing Systems 48 41 Signal Computer Products, Inc. 65 78 

ON-LINE HELP----------------------, 
Who to call for answers 
about NADGUG and FOCUS 

NADGUG 

Membership, address changes 
Jennifer Foye ................................................................ 800/877-4787 
(Outside the U.S.) ....................................................... 5121345·5316 

Information on RIGs or SIGs 
Cathlene Gentry ........................................................... 800/877-4787 
(OutSide the U.S.) .... ................................................... 5121345·5316 

Electronic bulletin board 
(300 or 1200 baud modem) 
Rational Data Systems ................................................. 415/499·7628 
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NADGUG staff and Focus Magazine address: 
c/o Turnkey Publishing, Inc. 

fOCUS Magazine 

5121345-5316 

Stillhouse Canyon Office Park 
4807 Spicewood Springs Road 

Suite 3150 
Austin, TX 78759 

Editorial comments, article suggestions ..................... Robin Perry 
(please send product announcements to the address listed above) 

Information about advertising ............................ Michelle Sentenne 

fOCUS back issues ........................... .... ....... Turnkey Publishing staff 
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-AOSNS 
- Business BASIC 
-COCS 
- Educators 
- Federal 
-INFOS II 
-ICOBOl 
- Law Enforcement 

- Lions Gate 

- OASIS 
(Office Automation) 

- :PERFSIG 
(performance and 
capacity planning) 

- SIG/UX (Unix) 
- 5MBASIC 

Let the North American Data General 
Users Group (NADGUG) connect you with 
other Data General users who have a 
similar special interest and who want to 
share information, ideas, problems, and 
solutions. No matter what the special 
interest is behind the group - equip
ment, systems or application software, 
major language, operating system, indus
try type - the reason is the same: to 
work together to exchange ideas on how 
to get the best performance out of your DG 
system. 
Listed above ore NAD'GUG's current special 
interest groups. If you ore interested in 
making the connection with one of these 
groups, or if you have an interest that 
needs a group, please contact NADGUG's 
RIG/SIG coordinator, Cathlene Gentry, at 
1-80o-USR-GRUP (512/345-5316 out
side U.S.) for further information. 

___________ CLASSIFIED ADS 

DIAL-UP BUllETIN BOARD 

Use the 
NADGUG BBS! 

No Charge-Simple, on-line registration. 
Supported by your membership dues. 

300,1200,2400,9600 baud 
24 hrs/day, 7 day /week 

415/499-7628 
ow with multiple lines and downloads! 

Operated by Rational Data Systems, Inc. 

:SYSMGR BBS specializes in file trans
fer of RDOS and AOS(/VS] DUMP files 
- no messaging facilities. XMODEM, 
YMODEM, and KERMIT supported. 
415/391-6531(0ne line), 2400 baud 
(Yadic3447),8data bits, 1 start/stop bit 
or 415/ 550-1454 (voice). Systems is 
MY / 4000, terminal mode is CHAR/ 
605X. 

SOFTWARE 

Statistical 
Software 

- Powerful 
- Fast 
- Easy-to-use 
-Inexpensive 

MINITAB: ~ 
S TAT 1ST I CAL S 0 F _T WA R E 
3081 Enterprise Dr .• Stote College. PA 16801 

814-238-3280 

EMPLOYMENT 

wi 
COVFUTER SVSTEI\I1S INC:. 

Hare-raising opportunities await 
sales pros who help expand our 
market of innovative ICOBOL soft
ware products. If you are a moti
vated, results-oriented sales person 
who thrives on challenges and 
knows telemarketing, send your 
resume to: 

Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box 3581 

Boulder, CO 80307 

for NADGUG 
Membership 
information 
contact: 
Jennifer Faye 
1-800-USR-GRUP 
512/345-5316 (outside U.S.) 

NADGUG Software Library tapes 
now available for the cost of the tape! 
NAOGUG's software library gives you access to dozens of useful 
programs and macros! If you have wanted a copy of NADGUG's 
software library and just haven't gotten around to sending in your tape, 
here's a deal for you! NADGUG is now offering to its members software 
library tapes for a $30 charge (plus shipping) , which covers the cost of 
the tape. VISA, MasterCard, American Express accepted. We will also 
bill your company. Call today or fax your order! 

1-800-USR-GRUP 512/345-5316 (Outside U.S.) FAX: 512/343-7633 
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PRISM 

Data General was awarded a seven
year, $127 million contract to supply more 
than 6,000 Aviion family workstations and 
servers to the U.S. Department of Inte
rior. The Distributed Information System 
II (DIS-II) will be used to establish a na
tionwide computer network for the 
department's Water Resources Division. 

The system will include office automa
tion, electronic publishing, and geo
graphical information systems (GIS). Us
ing Data General's DG/UX Unix operat
ing system, the network will integrate 
the work of third-party hardware and 
software companies on the project, 
including Ingres Corporation, Frame 
Technology Corporation, and Prior Data 
Sciences. 

As part of the process to get the award, 
DG passed a number of complex per
formance tests. 

• 
Data General made its first sale of hard

ware to the Soviet Union. In addition to 
Data General, players in the international 
partnership include NPO Parma, a So
viet software development organization, 
Voest Alpine Industrieanlagenbau 
GmbH, an Austrian industrial engineer
ing firm, and Voest Alpine Vertriebs, the 
firm's marketing organization. 

Under the joint venture, called Pere
kat, software designed by NPO Parma 
on Data General Eclipse MV computers 
will be marketed by Voest Alpine to min
istries and industries in the Soviet Union. 
Voest Alpine has been doing business in 
the Soviet Union for 40 years. 

"In the time of improving relations 
between east and west, Data General is 
pleased that we have become the first 
major American computer company to 
enter into a jOint venture with a signifi
cant technology company from the So
viet Union," said Data General Chairman 
of the Board Edson de Castro, at ceremo
nies held at Perm, an industrial center in 
the Soviet Union. 

Data General, which has supplied 
computer systems to Voest Alpine for 15 
years, was approached by the Austrian 
company two years ago to discuss the 
possibility of establishing the joint ven
ture. 

• 
Speaking of international joint ventures 
. . a couple of months ago, Focus an-
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nounced that Data General's Telecommu
nications Products Division had quietly 
delivered a prototype telecommunica
tions system to Nippon Telephone & 
Telegraph. We wondered when we would 
see the results of this "Asparagus" proj
ect, also known as HHX (high-speed 
hybrid exchange). Our spies report that 
the BI 3000, an open-architecture intelli
gent network processor that allows cus
tomers to transmit data, voice, and com
puter information, was displayed pub
licly for the first time at an NTI trade 
show in Tokyo. 

• 
Cincinnati Bell Information Systems 

and Data General have teamed up to 
provide a CALS (computer-aided acqui
sition and logistics support) turnkey so
lution on Aviion systems using third-party 
software products. CALS is a Department 
of Defense plan to use digital informa
tion to design and acquire defense weap
ons systems, ships, and equipment. 

• 
Data General is supplying the hard

ware for a three-year, $2.7 million GIS 
(geographic information system) project 
in Louisiana that will detail emergency 
plans for energy-related crises, like oil 
spills and refinery explosions. Commis
sioned by the Louisiana Department of 

t 

Natural Resources, the plan involves 
gathering and organizing information that 
is currently stored on incompatible com
puter systems in several state offices. 

At the heart of the project are 18 Aviion 
workstations using Infocad software from 
Digital Matrix Systems, Inc. Project co
ordinator is C.H. Fenstermaker & Asso
ciates of Lafayette. 

• 
Rave Computer Association, a com

puter system supplier specializing in Data 
General equipment, opened a new East 
Coast sales office in Warwick, Rhode Is
land. The office will be managed by Craig 
Zaneski and former DG employee Mike 
Dodier. 

• 
Adding 750 applications to the Aviion 

platform, Data General announced Unix 
versions of its ICobol and BBasic pro
gramming languages. Applications origi
nally written for ova and Eclipse MV 
family systems can now be run, without 
recompilation or conversion, on Dasher 
/386 and Aviion systems. 

"Since the introduction of our ova 
computers in 1969, Data General has been 
protecting the investments of their OEMs, 
VARs, and end-users by ensuring soft
ware compatibility between old and new 
systems," said Vice President of Corpo
rate Marketing Stephen P. Baxter. "This 
tradition continues with our Aviion fam
ily." 

The Unix versions of ICobol and Busi
ness Basic will be available 30 days after 
receipt of order. ICobol and BBasic soft
ware licenses range in price from $295 to 
$2,950, depending on the system. 

• 
Kudos to Debra Bedrosian, ADGUG 

coordinator, for being selected by Data 
General to receive a Director's Award. 
Debra was recognized for her outstand
ing work on behalf of NADGUG during 
the past year, during which she helped 
coordinate the transfer of ADGUG of
fices from Westboro to Austin, and 
worked tirelessly on Conference '89, 

ADGUG's first to be held in a conven-
tion center. 6 
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WHO DO HOSPITAlS CAll IF 
THEY HAVE AN EME NCY? 

E\ ery ho:pital know they ha\ e to keep a cia. e eye 
on their patient. Running te. t monitoring progre s, 
and protecting them from unfore een danger. 

But each hospital is hooked up to a life upporr 
system of it O\\'n ... it computer y tem. nd caring 
for that sy 'tem is critical to operating the hospital and 
ensuring the afety of it patient '. 

t Computer Products and Repair, \\'e p cialize in 
providing intensive care for Data General computer 
systems .. . preventive maintenance, techni al upporr, 
field service, depot maintenance, operating tem 
support, terminal repair, disaster recover and more. 
, en'ices performed \\'ith the same level of experience, 
skill, and commitment to quality that our hospital 
bring. to it patients. 

One ho. pital administrator says, " ith CPR sen'ice 
I simply don't have to \\'orry if my computer. ar being 
maintained properly. Their high level of en'ice ha ' 
provided me with \vorry-free maintenance." 

Call u toda to di co er the many ervice features 
\\'hich make CPR an ideal independ nt. ervice organ
ization for hospitals. Becau e when you ha e an 
emergency ... it' good to know CPR. 

+ Field en'ice and Technical , upporr 
+ Pre enti e Maintenance Program 
+ laintenance for DG and non-DG hard\\'are 
+ Recol/en/ 1-2-3 - Hot ite, obi Ie Hot ' ite, and 

Cold ire DL aster Recovery Program 
+ Depot Repair ervice \\ ith 100% pares :upporr 
+ Day, 24 Hour Co erage Option 
+ 99% ptime Guarantee Option 
+ Equipment ales 

CPR 
Intensive Care For Your Data General 

Computer Products and Repair. 6"11 East 'I alnut :treet 
Carson, California 90 "16 (213) 53R-1900 

Circle 12 on reader service card. 
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SEVEN SERIOUS REASONS 
FOR MAKING BL ASSOCIATES YOUR HARDWARE SOURCE. 

l. HARD_AlE ALnR AnVES 
tzITACO.IDATAIAM. 
M£GATA .... selP ..• 

1. F1t££ HARDWARE 
llPPOIIT HOTIINF 

617·""'101 

WHE IT COMES TO DG A D COMPATIBLE HARDWARE, BL ASSOCIATES HAS A BETTER 
PLA . W E BELIEVE OUR RESPO SIBILITY TO CUSTOMERS DOES 'T E D WITH 

THE SALE, SO WE' VE I STALLED FREE SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE 
UPPORT HOT LI ES . OUR PEOPLE ARE HERE TO A SWER YOUR QUESTIO S 

CO CER I G DG HARDWARE, OPERATIO S SYSTEMS , APPLICATIO S, ETC . THE 
SUPPORT WE PROVIDE DOES 'T START WITH A DOLLAR SIG . Irs OUR 

RESPO SIBILlTY , OUR COST OF DOl G BUSINESS. 

WHE YOU ' RE I THE MARKET FOR DG OR COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE 
GIVE BL ASSOCIATES A CALL. YOU ' LL GET THE FULL PACKAGE, 

THE PEOPLE BEHI D IT , A D A AFFORDABLE PRICE. 

A S S o C A T E s 
D.C . HARDWARE A D ALTER ATIVES· WITH THE STRUCTURE TO SUPPORT THEM 

145 WEBSTER STREET, SUITE A, HA OVER, MA 02339 
TEL. (61 7) 982-9664 · FAX (617) 871 -4456 

PC OMPATIBLES' DG COMPATIBLE DlAG OSTICS AVAILABLE 

Circle 3 on reader service card . 
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